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Abstract

This thesis presents an approach to automatically adjust the parameters of a

Java application run on the IBM J9 Virtual Machine in order to improve its

performance. It works by analyzing the logfile the VM generates and search-

ing for specific behavioral patterns. These patterns are matched against a

list of known patterns for which rules exist that specify how to adapt the

VM to the given application. Adapting the application is done by adding

parameters and changing existing ones, for example to achieve a better heap

usage. The process is fully automated and carried out by a toolkit devel-

oped for this thesis. The toolkit iteratively cycles through multiple possible

parameter sets, benchmarks them and proposes the best alternative to the

user. The user can, without any prior knowledge about the Java application

or the VM improve the performance of the deployed application.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The TIOBE Programming Community index currently [6] ranks Java as the

second most popular language behind C, with a lead of several percentage

points over the third placed Objective-C. This index, while certainly not to

be taken as a definitive measurement of a languages’ adoption in a private or

professional environment, delivers a good estimate on the spread of certain

programming languages. The index is calculated by counting the number

of occurrences of a programming language over various sites like StackOver-

flow1, as well as executing queries on pages such a Bing2, Google3 or Youtube4

and analyzing the results.

Since the Java compiler produces an intermediary representation as opposed

to machine code which can be run directly, a middleware is needed to run Java
1www.stackoverflow.com
2www.bing.com
3www.google.com
4www.youtube.com
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applications. Besides the JVM reference implementation, the HotSpot VM

by Oracle Corporation, there are multiple alternative implementations each

focusing on different aspects and with different feature sets. Open Source

licensed VMs are available as well as VMs designed for embedded systems or

as a real time environment. This work will focus on the J9 Virtual Machine,

developed by IBM. All benchmarking and testing has been done with this

software.

As with any other programming language, performance can be a concern

for applications deployed in certain contexts. If this is the case, developing

an appropriate architectural design which is targeted at this specific prob-

lem instance is as important as deciding on the right algorithms for the key

elements of the software. Tackling performance issues at this level is obvi-

ously the most powerful way. However, this might not always be possible.

First, changing code can be a risky endeavour as rewriting parts of a pro-

gram always carries the risk of introducing new bugs. Second, it might not

be economically viable to do so. It also takes time to implement changes;

time which is not always available when looking for a short term solution to

a problem. Third, there are cases where the source code can not be accessed

as the application is using proprietary parts which can not be changed but

still play an integral role in the workings of the program. In those cases,

performance problems can be addressed one level below the application by

intervening with the runtime of the application: the JVM. By changing pa-

rameters that directly affect the inner workings of the JVM to values more
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suited towards this specific application, the performance can be increased.

A simple example might be the memory used by a program: If the program

needs more memory than provided by the JVM, the performance suffers.

Choosing the right parameters for a given application can greatly improve

the performance. The goal of the system described in this thesis is to guide

the user in the process of choosing a better set of parameters for the VM.

This is achieved by analyzing the observable behavior of the VM and de-

riving better parameters which ought to improve the performance. Trying

to improve the performance of an application without having knowledge on

the program’s internal mechanisms, can systematically be done the following

way:

1. Run the program and log the JVM’s behavior. In the case of the J9

Virtual Machine, the -verbose family of flags allows to log VM activity.

2. Deduce a set of parameters from patterns found in the generated logs.

3. Verify that those parameters indeed improve the performance by run-

ning the application again, measuring changes.

As the VM is treated as a black box, multiple different changes to the VM

might seem suitable after performing step 1. Therefore, this has to be treated

as an iterative process in which step one is to be executed again after step

three. As this process might be cumbersome for a person to do manually, an

automatic solution for this process is proposed which can help the user to

iterate over possible solutions.
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This thesis’ structure is as follows: Section 2.1 introduces the internal work-

ings of the J9 Virtual Machine. Special attention is paid to the various

garbage collection policies the VM provides. This includes the memorylay-

out and handling. The effectiveness of parameter modifications is tested by

using different benchmark suites. They are introduced in Section 2.2. After

a quick rundown on the approach used for the subsequent part of this thesis

in Section 2.3, previous work is presented in Chapter 3. This includes the

automated analysis of benchmark results (Section 3.1), performance charac-

teristics of the various garbage collection policies (Section 3.2), the selection

of parameters used for the optimization process (Section 3.3) and the rules

that are used for matching VM behavior with performance enhancing pa-

rameter modifications (Section 3.4).

An explanation of the goals and the core principles of automating the com-

plete optimization process is laid out in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 gives an

explanation on how this was achieved, with an in-depth look at some of the

core components and features. One such a component is the logparsing mod-

ule, which requires a robust implementation for parsing that can also handle

large files. Other features include saving of the current session state, auto-

matic execution of manually predefined settings, and data export for further

processing. Chapter 6 presents the logic used for deciding which GC policy

is activated for future testing. Finally, an evaluation of the described appli-

cation is made in Chapter 7. This includes a performance evaluation, as well

as a usability evaluation. Chapter 8 and 9 provide a short summary of the
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complete thesis, as well as an outlook to possible areas of future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 J9 JVM Garbage Collection Policies

To understand the J9 JVM it is important to understand one of its core

components, the garbage collection. A lot of the parameters that are used

later are related to the garbage collection process. The garbage collection

process is explained in this chapter.

When Java was first released in 1995, one of the more novel, as well as one of

the most heavily advertised features of this new language was its platform in-

dependence. The Java ecosystem consists not only of the language itself but

also a standardized low-level representation called byte-code, which can be

run on a Virtual Machine adhering to the Java Virtual Machine Specification

[41]. That the application is run on an intermediary layer means that lan-

guages other than Java [47][24] can be run in the VM. Improvements to the
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VM affect all software run on the VM so that development can focus on the

language itself while at the same time profiting from runtime enhancements.

Apart from applications utilizing platform specific calls, a Java application

can be run on all systems for which a Java runtime exists.

Since Java uses more high level features than for example C, performance is-

sues were prevalent especially in early versions [1]. Garbage collection, for ex-

ample, which makes memory management dramatically easier and minimizes

related errors like memory leaks, also uses up considerable computation time.

Advancements in the field of garbage collection algorithms and the introduc-

tion of a Just-in-Time compiler improved this situation to a point, where

performance concerns, when comparing it to native code solutions, mostly

occur for edge cases with special requirements such as hard real time [45].

Garbage collection allows the programmer to focus more on the actual core

logic instead of manual memory handling by automatically allocating and

deallocating memory. Most Java Virtual Machines are using at least one

garbage collection mechanism to identify unused memory, free it and make

it reusable again for the further execution of the application. The term

was coined by John McCarthy who implemented a reclamation cycle to free

memory after an allocation in LISP [42]. Ease of use and more secure and

robust code [20] are the results. The downside of using a high level concept

like a virtual machine is, that it introduces the following side effects [4].

Garbage Collection introduces:

1. Performance regressions;
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2. Nondeterminism due to the adaptive behavior of Just in Time compi-

lation mechanisms;

3. Slow start up time because of dynamic class loading and the JIT kick

in delay.

Nondeterminism can make a program harder to debug or to profile. For

long running applications, especially the first point might be worrying. The

J9 JVM applies advanced garbage collection algorithms to minimize intro-

duced overhead. Making informed decisions when choosing different garbage

collection policies and parameters requires an understanding of the different

mechanisms applied. The responsibility of all those different mechanisms can

be outlined as follows:

Objects in Java memory can have one of either two states: Alive and dead.

Objects currently in use or referenced are alive. Subsequently, all other

objects can be considered dead. Those objects can be removed by the garbage

collector. Alive objects fulfill at least one of the following criteria [11]:

1. The object is referenced from the stack, a local variable or a static field.

2. The object is referenced by another live object.

3. The object is referenced by the JVM.

Although the internal mechanisms of action might differ for each implementa-

tion of garbage collection, they all share two properties: Safeness and Com-

pleteness [19]. No objects that could still be used at a later point are to

8



be removed and all dead objects will be discarded eventually. "Eventually"

means that it does not have to to be removed directly after being derefer-

enced. Dead objects might be queued for removal or the detection of dead

objects occurs periodically. One possibility to handle garbage is known as

reference counting : after updating a reference in an object, a variable count-

ing the references for this object is also incremented or decremented. Once

this counter reaches zero, this object and all its children is queued for re-

moval. While this algorithm is relatively easy to implement it has a couple

of caveats: due to the ongoing updating of the reference counter, constant

high throughput is not achievable. Furthermore, circular data structures like

doubly linked lists pose a problem [22]. The IBM J9 VM relies on a differ-

ent approach in order to minimize the overhead introduced by freeing and

reordering memory. The policies gencon, balanced, optavgpause and opt-

thruput will be more closely examined. Other policies such as subpool which

is only available for a limited number of platforms and metronome, an effort

to provide a real time environment in the VM [35] won’t be considered.

2.1.1 The J9 Java Virtual Machine Memory Layout

To understand how the different garbage collection policies operate, it is first

necessary to understand the way the J9 VM stores its data. Data generated

or used in the VM is organized into one of four different data spaces: The class

area, heap, stack and native method stack. The class area stores all methods

and constants, organized into the method area and the constant pool. The

9



VMs class loader initializes a class when it is first needed. After all instances

of a class are destroyed, the class itself can be removed. The class area also

contains the attributes, interfaces and fields of its superclass from which it

is derived. A method call creates a stack frame with an operand stack, local

variables and a program counter (PC) which keeps track of the currently

executed instruction. This program counter is incremented by one for each

instruction call during regular execution; when the application branches the

program counter is set accordingly. If during the execution of a stack frame

another method is called, another stack frame is created which is then pro-

cessed before returning to the original stack frame. All of those stack frames

are placed on the stack. Objects and their associated data are stored on the

heap. As an object’s memory requirement is known at compile time, each

object reserves the memory it needs for its non-static fields and the fields of

its superclass on the heap. The heap is usually the largest area, as well as

the area being most heavily processed by the garbage collection algorithm.

Objects on the heap that are no longer needed are removed by the garbage

collector. The native method stack is used, when calling native methods (for

example written in C) outside the JVM. As the JVM needs to keep track

of the state of those externally called functions, data is stored on the native

method stack [11].

10



2.1.2 Generational Concurrent Garbage Collection

The generational concurrent garbage collection, also called gencon, is the

J9 default GC policy. In comparison to the reference counting approach

mentioned earlier, performance gains are achieved by handling objects with a

longer lifespan differently than objects with a short lifespan. All data created

in Java except for primitive data types are objects, making the creation of

objects a very frequent operation. Most objects created only have limited

scope and are of a transient nature. Objects that can be discarded very

quickly after their creation make up the majority of all Java objects [53]. As

this is taken into account, gencon performs especially well when dealing with

a large amount of shortlived objects.

To achieve this, shortlived objects are stored separately from longlived ob-

jects. The heap is split into two parts: The nursery space where freshly

created objects are stored and the tenured space. As depicted in Figure 2.1

the nursery itself is again divided into two subspaces: the allocate and sur-

vivor space.

Figure 2.1: Memory layout used by the gencon GC algorithm[39].

When an object inside the VM is created, it is stored in the allocate space.

11



Once the allocate space fills up, a garbage collection cycle inside the nursery is

started in order to reclaim memory. Each object stores its age, i.e. the number

of GC cycles it survived until now. All objects alive at this point with an age

above a certain threshold are copied into the tenured space, the remaining live

objects are moved into survivor space. The threshold can be set to a fixed

value but is usually automatically adjusted by the VM based on memory

usage and the average life expectancy of objects. After all objects have been

transferred to their destination, allocate and survivor space switch roles. An

illustration of this process can be found in Figure 2.2. It is not necessary to

explicitly remove dead objects as they are simply overwritten in the course of

the application execution. Since most objects are very short lived this partial

garbage collection (called scavenge run) is rather inexpensive and does not

have a huge impact on the overall performance as most objects are already

dead and do not have to be copied. Note, that this GC cycle only affects

objects in the nursery - the tenured space still has to be collected at a later

point. The frequency for those collections can be much lower though, as

it is assumed that objects who have already reached tenure space are very

probable to survive during future collections as well [31]. While identifying

dead objects in tenure space can happen concurrently, the actual removal

happens during a global collection in which both, tenure and nursery space

are cleansed.

Copying surviving objects into new memory areas after each cycle seems

counter intuitive at first but provides a huge advantage: no memory frag-

12



Figure 2.2: The active scavenger collection process [39].

mentation occurs , which would lead to problems later on. It also makes the

task of allocating new memory very efficient, as it is possible to just append

new data at the end instead of having to keep track of free memory gaps [22].

Fragmentation also leads to inefficiencies as memory gaps too small for new

objects remain unused. Constant copying allows reordering of the objects in

order to place related objects next to each other. Adjacent objects are more

likely to land in the same cache line, amplifying performance gains through

caching.

2.1.3 The Balanced Garbage Collection Policy

The balanced garbage collection policy has only recently been introduced

to the J9 VM with the goal of reducing performance drops during garbage

collection and to even out the average performance as depicted in Figure 2.3.

Accepting a lower overall average performance in exchange for reduced peaks

13



Figure 2.3: Visualization of the balanced garbage collection policy goals [28].

of performance deterioration intends to counter the effect growing heap sizes

have on the garbage collector. Bigger heaps mean a larger area for the

garbage collector to monitor which results in longer collection pauses. Rea-

sons for elongated collection pauses are manifold [28]:

• If the size of the live data grows, it will take a longer time to iterate

over all live objects.

• If a copying algorithm is not used, fragmentation occurs. This has to

be handled, further imposing performance hits on the Java runtime.

• If the application has an unusually high rate of new object allocation,

the garbage collector frequency will rise as well, dampening perfor-

mance. Size and longevity of the objects can also play a role at this

point.

The heap is divided into many small regions, each of which can be collected

individually. The choice of which region exactly is garbage collected is made

at the start of each new cycle and depends on the heap usage pattern of

14



the application. This also allows to counter long objects lifespans, huge

allocation sizes or high fragmentation [28]. The size of the regions is decided

upon during the JVM start and can not be changed thereafter. Growing

and shrinking the heap equals adding and removing sections. The size is

determined by a heap size dependent logic: The size is a power of two,

not smaller than 512kb. The largest power of two resulting in less than

2047 regions is chosen as the region size. Except for small heap sizes this

typically means between 1024 and 2047 regions are selected. As far as the

garbage collector is concerned, each region is self contained which means that

all operations like tracing (determining the relationship between objects)

and compacting will happen inside a single region. The region an object

is assigned to is chosen depending on the object’s characteristics. Similar

objects are grouped together. This can for example mean that objects of

similar sizes or age are put next to each other in one region. This also means

that not only objects but regions as well are assigned an age which can range

from 0 to 24 [28][26]. Regions with the age zero inhabit newly created objects

and are called eden regions. The whole layout can also be seen in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The memory layout for the balanced garbage collection policy[28].

To make use of the fact that newly created objects are very likely to die very
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soon, eden regions are collected each cycle, halting the VM execution of its

regular program until the garbage collection is finished. This is the most

common type of collection occurring, other collection types will be explained

in the following sections.

2.1.3.1 Partial Garbage Collection (PGC)

Targeting regions with a high mortality rate, this collection is triggered when

for example the eden space is running out of memory. During the collection,

fragmentation issues are also resolved. When a PGC is run, regions are

added to the collection set, scheduled to become collected later on. Whether

a region is added to a collection set or not is dependent on the following

factors:

• If a freshly created object is residing within a region, this region is

added to the collection set due to the likelihood of this object dying

very soon.

• Heavily fragmented regions are added to the collection set as freed

memory is needed for future eden allocations.

• Non eden regions which contain objects that are likely to die during the

next cycle are added to the collection set. Similar objects are grouped

together which makes it possible to infer probable candidates for the

clean up of related object groups.
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Similar to the generational concurrent collection policy, a copying approach

is used to counter fragmentation. As there is no fixed section which can

serve as a target for the copy, it is necessary to reserve multiple free regions

as targets. The exact number is again adapted dynamically during runtime,

mostly based on expected mortality rates of collection set regions. If the

computed values repeatedly prove to be wrong, another mechanism which

is capable of tracing and compacting a region without using any additional

memory can be activated. A hybrid approach where some objects are copied

and others are handled in place is also possible. PGC operations are of a stop

the world nature, halting all other Java threads until the collection cycle is

finished.

2.1.3.2 Global Marking Phase (GMP)

Parts of the global marking phase run concurrently. It is used to trace and

mark objects and determine their livelihood. The data collected during this

phase is also used to decide which collection operation is appropriate for a

specific region. Since marking all objects can take some time so, a GMP can

be executed iteratively over the course of multiple collection cycles. While

the PGC is capable of freeing large amounts of memory, it has the shortcom-

ing of only operating locally on a specific region. This makes the heuristic

deciding which region to add to the collection set become unreliable over

time. The GMP provides region spanning information, massively improving

the capability of choosing an appropriate region. In case the PGC becomes
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too inefficient or its efficiency drastically drops, a GMP is executed to gain

information improving future collections.

2.1.3.3 Global Garbage Collection (GGC)

If the VM runs into very tight memory conditions it can request a global

garbage collection. During a GGC, all other Java threads are stopped and a

mark, sweep and compact operation is performed on the whole heap. As this

is a very costly operation, the VM tries to avoid a GGC as long as possible.

The interaction of the different collection phases when using a balanced

garbage collection policy ensures, that there are no overly long halts during

a VMs execution. Figure 2.5 gives an example on how the different phases

work together.

Figure 2.5: Example balanced GC run [28]

2.1.3.4 Additional Balanced GC policy features

Two features that stand out when describing the balanced GC policy are

arraylets and the remembered set.

The size of a region is usually large enough to fit multiple objects in, with

each object having multiple internal fields. Problems may arise when an
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object contains a large array, which would usually be stored along with the

object. If an array does not fit into a single region it is split up into arraylets.

Arraylets are sections of a bigger array which can be stored in different re-

gions. Those arraylets are referenced from a large array object which is

also the object when the programmer interacts with. Reconstructing the

full array, for example when iterating over it, happens transparently in the

background [28].

As mentioned earlier, the PGC scans region wise which is sufficient if the

objects only reference one another inside the region. As similar objects are

grouped together this is mostly the case. However, there necessarily has to

be inbound references from other regions the PGC can not handle. Instead of

tracing all objects which would be too time consuming, all outside references

are stored in the remembered set data structure. All incoming references are

saved on a per region basis to help do the PGC work efficiently. If a region

has too many references stored in the remembered set, it is excluded from

the PGC phase due to its popularity until the next GMP.

2.1.4 Optimal Throughput Garbage Collection Policy

Before gencon was chosen as a default garbage collection policy, the optimal

throughput policy was used. It consists of two phases: mark and sweep.

During the mark phase, starting from JVM internal root objects the whole

object graph is traversed and all visited objects are marked as alive. The

memory is then traversed a second time, removing all objects that have not
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been marked as alive [58]. Compared to policies with a segmented heap

like generational concurrent, this approach has some disadvantages which

eventually lead to its replacement as a default policy. Collection overhead

grows linearly with the used memory, as the whole space has to be traversed

for each collection cycle. As this policy needs to stop all other executing Java

threads, long halts are introduced, especially when used with large heapsizes.

Copying mechanisms only need to traverse the memory once, directly moving

the data. Here, the heap has to be traversed twice for marking and moving.

Removing objects in place also lead to heap fragmentation in the long run.

Space is still available, but is split up over many small memory sections so

that they are not usable by themselves. If this happens a compaction step,

as seen in Figure 2.6, is necessary to realign the memory. This operation

can last relatively long, not allowing any other operations to run while being

executed [31].

Figure 2.6: Visualized heap compaction while using the optthruput GC pol-
icy [31].

As no garbage collection related operations are run during normal execution,
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this policy excels at delivering high performance and throughput for short

periods of time. Once the garbage collection kicks in, this advantage in

performance is negated as collection operations take up more time. Especially

for long running applications where frequent compactions are necessary, this

performance impact is noticeable.

2.1.5 Optimal Average Pause Garbage Collection Policy

The optimal average pause algorithm works similar to the optimal through-

put policy, only performing selected tasks concurrently. The aforementioned

overly long halts when using the optthruput policy are reduced by this. It

also has an impact on the overall performance as computation time is split

between garbage collection and actual work. During execution, GC threads

concurrently mark dead objects. The following stop the world phase now

takes significantly less time. While overall performance might be worse than

with other policies, this policy is especially useful when the application con-

text requires constant throughput. Figure 2.7 displays the average pause

time for a number of benchmarks. Pause times do not exceed 0.2 ms, while

gencon pauses can take between one and ten milliseconds, balanced pauses

usually take even more than ten milliseconds. These tests, as well as all other

performance benchmarks have been executed on the same machine running

Windows 7. The machine is equipped with an Intel Core i7 processor clocked

with 3.4GHz and has 8GB of RAM.
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Figure 2.7: The average pausetimes for different benchmarks when using the
optavgpause policy[46]. Green bars are using Xmx1024M, red bars Xmx16G
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2.2 Benchmarks

In order to devise a set of rules which is used to improve the performance

of an application, numerous benchmarks are needed to verify the hypoth-

esized speed increase. A standard set of benchmarks can be used for this

task, as they deliver a normalized metric which is easily comparable. Other

programs used for this purpose would have to be modified in order to pro-

vide the time required for them to perform a predefined number of tasks

on a special dataset. Different applications exhibit very different usage pat-

terns, utilizing different parts of the JVM and are affected by very different

factors. Scientific computations might rely heavily on matrix manipulation

while business applications could have different modules communicating with

one another. For this reason benchmarks with different characteristics are

chosen. They cover a wide range of real life application patterns. If an op-

timization works for a benchmark, the same optimization will work for an

application with similar behavior. Two benchmark suites were chosen which

fulfill these criteria, the dacapo benchmark suite [3] and the SpecJVM2008

benchmark set [8].

The dacapo benchmark suite uses widely used free and open source appli-

cations, thus ensuring that the benchmarks mirror real world application

usages. For performance measurements, the time it takes for each iteration

to finish is considered. A list of all benchmarks can be found below [3]:

avrora: simulates a microcontroller, heavily utilizing concurrency
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batik: render svg files with the batik toolkit [50]

eclipse: perform operations with a headless eclipse version

fop: print formatting

h2: in memory database, written in Java [23]

jython: runs python applications inside the JVM [51]

luindex: index a large text corpus and make it searchable [16]

lusearch: search text inside an indexed dataset

pmd: search through Java source files and report possible mistakes [49]

sunflower: Benchmark of graphical visualization with a raytracing engine.

tomcat: tests requests against a tomcat servlet container [17]

tradebeans: emulates a stock trading system run on a geronimo server [15]

tradesoap: similar to tradebeans but communication is handled via soap

xalan: XSLT processing in Java [18]

SPECjvm2008 is a multithreaded benchmark by the Standard Performance

Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) and is designed to stress all different parts

of the VM such as the JIT, memory management, threading and synchro-

nization [52]. There are several modes in which the benchmarks can be run.

The size of the datasets the benchmarks are working on can also be changed.
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A startup mode is also available, testing startup and initialization time of

the VM by only executing one operation on the test data. This adds up to

38 benchmarks, comprised of the following applications:

compiler: Compile Java sourcefiles with the OpenJDK compiler [7].

compress: Data compression using Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithm [56].

crypto: Perform various cryptographic operations such as encryption and

decryption with AES and RSA, as well as signing and verification with

MD5 and members of the SHA algorithm family.

derby: BigDecimal and locking performing using the relational derby database [14].

MPEGaudio: Floating point heavy benchmark using mp3 decoding.

Scimark: Mostly numerical computations stressing floating point perfor-

mance with algorithms like Fast Fourier Transformation, Monte Carlo

integration or sparse matrix multiplication.

serial: Benchmarking serialization and unserialization of objects.

sunflow: Benchmark of graphical visualization with a raytracing engine.

XML: XML transformation and validation.
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2.3 Approach

When looking for a set of parameters that are supposed to deliver an optimal

performance, it is not feasible to test every possible parameter combination.

Even if the process of running and testing all parameters would be automa-

tized to minimize the pause between benchmark runs, the amount of different

combinations is several orders of magnitude too high. Looking at the list-

ing of all existing parameters (as it can be found in Appendix A) shows,

that there are over a hundred different parameters the JVM can be modified

with. This is exacerbated by the fact, that a lot of these parameters require

a numeric value. When for example modifying the memory layout, the exact

size of the heap in megabytes can freely be chosen within the bounds of the

available memory. As there can not be a completely deterministic approach,

a heuristic is needed. One approach that can be used to find approximate

solutions for problems that have no algorithmic solution with a wide solution

space are meta heuristic approaches such as simulated annealing or evolution-

ary algorithms [57][2]. Evolutionary algorithms for example derive their core

working mechanics from the biological principle of the same name: the sur-

vival of the fittest. Multiple solutions for a problem are guessed and tested,

solutions that perform well are used to create a set of new solutions which

are then again tested and used as a starting point for another generation

of solutions. In theory, after a sufficient amount of iterations the proposed

solution should converge towards the optimal solution. [40].
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With the given problem, this approach has some serious drawbacks. The

candidates used to generate the descendants are selected through the use of

a fitness function which indicates a solutions suitability for the given prob-

lem. The fitness for a function in this case would be the performance of the

application. The better the performance, the higher the fitness. The fitness

value is obtained by running the benchmark, respectively the tested appli-

cation. The runtime for an application can easily be several hours, finding

a correct solution can take hundreds of generations and in each generation

the pool of possible solutions can also grow quite big. While reducing time

compared to a pure brute force solution, this process would still take too long

for it to be practically applicable.

Correctly mapping the complete sample space takes too much time, which is

why approaches like the response surface methodology have been developed.

Applying a heuristic like an evolutionary algorithm directly on the problem

means to measure the performance of an application each time a function

value is needed. Instead, a surrogate is used. To build this surrogate, only

a limited number of function values are computed and from these values an

estimated representation of the conjectured solution space is built [5]. It

can be presumed, that the high dimensional plane (representing the VM’s

performance with different settings) for which an optimal solution is searched

does not necessarily feature a regular surface, having too many irregular

spikes and valleys. This renders this approach ineffective as well.

The above heuristics are very well suited when confronted with a black box
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problem where only input and output can be observed. The J9 JVM is not

such a system as its inner workings can be monitored and its mechanics are

known and documented. Based on this knowledge in combination with an

analysis of JVM runtime characteristics, rules are hypothesized. These rules

can then be validated by using one or more of the aforementioned benchmark

suites. A problem to avoid is overfitting. Overfitting occurs, when a model is

built around a dataset with the results perfectly tailored to this data. This

includes its noise and outliers instead of revealing a deeper and more general

causality that can be applied to other datasets as well. As the rules were not

created by an automated method, this is not an issue. Rules were created

manually based on single data sets. These rules were then evaluated with all

available benchmarks.
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Chapter 3

Previous Work

This thesis is based on a previously completed R&D project[46]. Results of

this work are presented in this chapter.

3.1 Automated Benchmark Result Analysis

To find good recommendations for a benchmark that can later can be trans-

ferred to a similar real-world application it is necessary to analyze the JVM

behavior and the benchmark’s performance results. Two factors make it un-

feasible to process the generated data by hand: logs which detail the behavior

of the VM can easily reach sizes of several hundred megabytes and are writ-

ten in very verbose XML markup which makes them hard to read. Also, to

gather reliable data many benchmarks have to be run several times. This

means that hundreds of human readable benchmark result logs accumulate
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over time. It is therefore necessary to automate the process of reading, ag-

gregating and analyzing the generated output and transform it into a format

which can easily be queried. A python script was written for this purpose.

The analyzing process needs to aggregate three different datasources into one

coherent output: characteristics like the state and layout of the memory and

the duration of different GC phases of the VM during runtime, the parameters

which might have influenced the performance and the performance itself i.e.

the score of the run benchmark. All datapoints are written into files which

are prefixed with the same timestamp. After all files have been created,

the script groups all files with the same timestamp together. Each group

now consists of one file describing the used VM parameters, the VM garbage

collection log and the benchmark results. If multiple iterations with the same

setting have been run, there are several GC log and benchmark result files.

The argument and benchmark result files are saved in a file easily readable for

humans. Data can be easily extracted through the use of regular expressions.

The very verbose garbage collection log file has to be handled separately. The

markup format is XML which is hard to parse for regular expressions, so an

XML parsing library was used instead. The lxml toolkit [12] is a wrapper

around the libxml2 [55] parsing library written in C. Using an event based

approach, it makes it easy to iterate over a XML file, extracting node and

attribute values. In doing so it allows us to extract relevant information

describing the characteristics of the VM while executing an application, for

example the minimum, maximum and average heap size, memory used by
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the new and old space as well as timing information regarding the different

garbage collection cycles. This way it is possible to gain insight regarding

the intervals between two successive cycles as well as the development of

certain values like used heap space over time which can in turn be used when

manually tweaking an application. Visualizing such data as it has been done

in Figure 3.1 can help diagnose difficult performance problems.

Figure 3.1: Old and new space occupation over time [46].

The elements that comprise the final characteristics are dependent on the

chosen garbage collection policy and are listed below [46].

General information: maximum allocation request size, min/max heap
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free space/percent usage/used space, percentage/absolute time paused/un-

paused, runtime.

gencon: allocate space max/min free/uses space, average interval between

global/nursery collects, average/total global/scavenge collection time,

number of global/forced/nursery collections, Large Object Area(LOA)/Small

Object Area(SOA)/survivor max free space/used space, remembered

set count

balanced: average between global/gmp/partial collect phases, average glob-

al/gmp/partial collect time, eden min/max used space/free space/per-

cent usage, number of global/gmp/partial collect phases, min/max re-

membered set count,

optavgpause: average between collections, average pause time,

optthruput: average between collections, average pause time,

The information gathered with this method can help to devise a set of rules

which in turn can help with the speed up of a Java application. For further

analysis it is also possible to export this data into a more widespread exchange

format like csv.
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3.2 Garbage Collection Policy Performance Char-

acteristics

Choosing a garbage collection policy for the application at hand can be a

difficult process. The different policies all serve a different purpose and excel

at different tasks. Making gencon the default policy thus can not be equated

to gencon is the best policy but gencon, on average, performs best for the

widest array of different applications. Figure 3.2 shows that there is no pol-

icy consistently outperforming the other available options. Fifty benchmarks

as described in section 2.2 were run with varying heap sizes. For each bench-

mark, it is noted which policy performed best. How big the winning policy

advantage over the following policies was is intentionally omitted from the

picture. While there are a few cases with a clear winner, most of the time

the results were very close together. It becomes apparent why generational

concurrent was chosen as a default policy, as gencon outperforms other can-

didates. Not being a clear winner gencon still manages show the best perform

for all different heap sizes.

Not apparent from this data is the ability of different policies to scale with

growing heap sizes. Using an exemplary benchmark with high memory con-

sumption, this question can be answered (Figure 3.3) . Although optavgpause

and optthruput, the two policies using a nonsegmented heap, initially outper-

form gencon and balanced, their performance stagnates even with a growing

heap. As the heap reaches a size more suitable for a benchmark with high
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.2: Garbage collection performance with different policies se-
lected [46].
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memory usage the policies with segmented heaps gain impressive traction

and easily beat the other policies. Segmented policies can improve their per-

formance with each heap increment because of the regions which are more or

less independently collected. While the memory nonsegmented policies work

on grows with the heap, only working on smaller subsets of the memory keeps

the working set steady in size.

Figure 3.3: Results for the sunflow benchmark [46].

While the performance of the different policies is generally very close to-

gether, there are some notable exceptions where a segmented approach works

notably better such as the lusearch benchmark in Figure 3.4. The perfor-
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mance gain of using a segmented heap for similar applications is almost a

factor of eight.

Figure 3.4: Results for the lusearch benchmark [46].

The opposite holds true for another class of applications. When a program

has a very short runtime, 80 milliseconds or less, nonsegmented policies work

better (see Figure 3.5 for example). Batch jobs and script like programs very

often fulfil this criteria. As no additional time is needed to split and manage

different partitions of the heap, actual computation can start immediately.
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Figure 3.5: Results for the dacapo sunflow benchmark [46].
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3.3 Virtual Machine Parameterization

The behavior of the JVM can be influenced by various parameters which

are defined on startup. Those parameters for example set the garbage col-

lection policy or define the size of the heap. All in all, there are over 200

different parameters which can be applied to the VM. Not all parameters

can be combined with one another as a lot of them are bound to a specific

garbage collection or other requirements exist. Other parameters are kept

mostly for backwards compatibility reasons. Other parameters are used for

debugging purposes and have no beneficial performance impact. Still, a lot

of parameters exist which could be used for the purpose of finding perfor-

mance improving VM argument combinations. Public documentation exists

for some of the parameters but a lot are neither mentioned nor described. It

might be useful to have access to the arguments not officially documented.

For this reason, an extended documentation based on the official IBM doc-

ument has been created. To assemble this document, the J9 sourcecode has

been searched for non-publicized parameters. A description was created by

interpreting the existing code and associated comments. It can be found in

appendix A. It includes parameters concerning dynamic optimization like

JIT and AOT (Ahead of Time), the garbage collector or general command

line options. Other options regarding logging and diagnostics are listed sep-

arately.
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3.3.1 Parameter Constraints

Automatically assigning parameters requires an understanding of the rela-

tionship the parameters have with one another, more specifically which com-

binations make up a value input parameter set. Technical and logical con-

straints exist, an easy example being percentage values not exceeding 100.

Interdependencies between parameters also exist, it is easy to see that the

maximum heap size must be at least the size of the initial heap size. More

requirements are listed in Table 3.1:

Parameters Restriction
Xmx, Xms Initial heap size must be smaller than the maximum

heap size
Xms, Xmn, Xmo The initial heap size has to be at least the size of the

sum of its segmented subspaces
Xms, Xmn, Xmo Initial heap size must not be smaller than size of a

segmented subspace

Table 3.1: List of parameter interdependencies and restrictions.

3.3.2 Parameter Prioritization

Adjustments to the heap size and the GC policy play a crucial part during

execution and are very influential. In order to find out what other param-

eters to focus the optimization efforts on, multiple benchmarks were run to

find out which parameters affect runtime the most. As mentioned earlier,

there is a huge amount of parameters which made it necessary to restrict

the run benchmarks to a representative few. Nine benchmarks that cover a
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wide range of different application types were chosen. They are depicted in

Table 3.2.

Benchmark Type
compress A benchmark that stresses string operations.
crypto.aes Tests widely deployed cryptographic operation

using lots of bit level operations.
derby Testing of BigDecimal and locking.
tomcat Simulates a client server architecture with a

heavily queried server.
h2 Simulates transactions against a banking

model.
scimark.fft, monte_carlo A scientific computing benchmark with heavy

use of floating points arithmetics.
eclipse Performance benchmarks using a headless ver-

sion of the Eclipse IDE.

Table 3.2: Benchmarks chosen for the parameter prioritization.

For a reference performance, these benchmarks were run repeatedly with the

J9 JVM default settings. The results can be seen in Table 3.3 and 3.4 [46]:

benchmark lowest score highest score average over 20 runs
compress 260.26 ops/m 279.59 ops/m 268.33 ops/m
crypto.aes 139.81 ops/m 151.94 ops/m 146.2 ops/m
derby 281.33 ops/m 324.00 ops/m 297.25 ops/m
scimark.fft.small 395.2 ops/m 420.0 ops/m 403.22 ops/m
scimark.monte_carlo 198.87 ops/m 207.46 ops/m 203.88 ops/m
scimark.sparse.small 132.23 ops/m 172.07 ops/m 157.94 ops/m

Table 3.3: Reference performance results for the chosen SPECjvm bench-
marks.

The dacapo benchmark results are as follows:
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benchmark lowest score highest score average over 20 runs
eclipse 36943 msec 29970 msec 31519.52 msec
h2 19575 msec 13450 msec 15282.68 msec
tomcat 2987 msec 2618 msec 2742.07 msec

Table 3.4: Reference performance results for the chosen SPECjvm bench-
marks.

All benchmarks have been run with modified, non standard settings to select

these, that actually might have an effect on the performance. For binary type

paramters, i.e. parameters that can only be turned off or on, two particu-

larly stood out: -Xalwaysclassgc improved the performance of the h2 bench-

mark run by 1.94%, the compress benchmark with the -Xgcpolicy:gencon

-Xgc:noadaptiveTenure parameters activated yielded a .94% percent improve-

ment.

Applying the same methods for non binary parameters that take in a value

(e.g. the heapsize parameter, which needs the memory size as an input)

is slightly more difficult. For those parameters the benchmarks were run

multiple times with changing input values which were calculated depending

on the default setting. For example, if a parameters default value would be

15%, the benchmarks would be run with a lower value (7%), a higher value

(20%) and a much higher value (75%) to see if performance measurements

are significantly affected. The following parameters achieved a performance

improvement of more than 1% . The focus for the rule creation will be put

upon those parameters: Xgc:noHeapContractionAfterExpansionGCCount=1
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Setting Benchmark Improvement
-Xmn512M compress 2.79 %
-Xmn1024M tomcat 2.59 %
-Xmo256M compress 1.78 %
-Xgc:maxScavengeBeforeGlobal=5 crypto.aes 1.55 %
-Xgc:dnssWeightedTimeRatio
FactorIncreaseMedium=10

scimark.fft.small 1.28 %

-Xgc:scvAdaptiveTenureAge=14 h2 3.22 %

Table 3.5: Benchmark results for garbage collection specific parameters.

and Xmaxt.

Running derby withXgc:noHeapContractionAfterExpansionGCCount=1 yielded

an improvement of 1.22%. This setting disables heap size midifications after

a specified amount of cycles.

When using the dacapo benchmarks, 2 parameters stood out: -Xmaxt im-

proved performance by 2.83% when used with the tomcat benchmark. Xmaxt

is also concerned with proper memory sizing and sets the threshold for when

to expand the heap.

Parameters concerning the proper sizing of the heap can be ignored for now.

When runtime characteristics are analyzed, the proper heap size is deter-

mined which makes calculations regarding heap resizing during runtime re-

dundant.

For segmented garbage collection specific values of the following parameters

were able to improve performance by more than 1%, as shown in Table 3.5.

The first three parameters are used to determine changes for the memory lay-

out, in terms of how the space is exactly divided between the old and the new
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area. By default, the nursery only reserves 25% of the available heap size for

freshly allocated objects. Applications with a high turnover rate for new ob-

jects could benefit from changes in this area. TheXgc:maxScavengeBeforeGlobal

parameter defines how many scavenges are completed, before a global col-

lection is started. This parameter again is closely related to settings made re-

garding the memory layout and the new space sizing. Xgc:dnssWeightedTimeRatio

is used internally to compute at what point during a program execution the

heap should be enlarged or reduced. The last parameter defines the starting

tenure age, which defines after how many cycles objects are moved to the

tenured space. This value is adjusted repeatedly by the JVM. Setting this

value will only change the initial value from which the VM will later probably

deviate.

3.4 Parameter modification and its performance

impact

Extracting data from verbose logfiles can give new insight and information.

A consolidated summary is easier to read than a detailed listing of all dat-

apoints that have been acquired while doing garbage collection. However, if

the goal is to use this information to adapt an application’s parameters in

order to improve its performance, it is important to have a guideline on how

to interpret those findings. Those guidelines consist of two parts: a condi-

tion and an action. The condition is a specific characteristic, that has been
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extracted from the logs. An action then defines the parameter manipulations

which have to be made.

Validation is done by using the set of all SPECjvm and dacapo benchmarks.

As those two benchmark apply different metrics, dacapo measures the elapsed

time and SPECjvm counts the operations per minute, performance changes

are described by using the ratio of the benchmark score with adjusted values

to the reference value. 1.5 denotes a 50% performance improvement, 0.7 a

30% decrease in performance. As a reference value the JVM was run with the

same garbage collection policy and a heapsize of 1GB, as the default value

would cause some benchmarks to exit early with an OutOfMemoryException.

3.4.1 Generational Concurrent Garbage Collection Pol-

icy

The performance impact of setting the heap size to a fixed value equal to

maximum space an application uses can be seen in Figure 3.6. The memory

size is set to a value so that the heap occupation never exceeds 70%. It

is easy to see why providing too little memory space is detrimental to the

performance. Garbage collection has to be called a lot in order to make

room for new objects, the application is even at risk to run out of available

space completely and exit with an OutOfMemoryException. It is less obvious

that setting the heap size to the maximum possible value the machine would

allow would result in worse performance. The more space is available, the
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longer the first collection will be delayed. As there is more memory which

can be used, more work can be done before the first garbage collection has

to be kicked off. While this, at first glance, is a good thing the performance

improvement vanishes quickly as each collection from now on will take longer

as it would take on smaller heaps. The space the garbage collector has

to monitor for dead objects has grown, resulting in those prolonged cycles.

Collections on a smaller heap, albeit more frequent, tend to finish faster.

Figure 3.6: Adjusted Xmx, Xms settings (gencon) [46]

Setting the heap to a fixed size frees the VM from the overhead of auto-

matic memory resizing. Avoiding this extra works also helps improving the
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performance.

The tenure age denotes the amount of cycles an object has to survive before

it is moved to tenure space. This value is constantly readjusted by the Vir-

tual Machine during runtime. If objects are moved to tenure space quickly,

a low tenure age is set. If during an application’s execution a particularly

low tenure age is noticed, it could be beneficial to set the tenure age perma-

nently to a fixed low value. This causes objects to be promoted to tenure

space earlier, instead of waiting multiple turns in which these objects clog

nursery space only to be moved to the old region eventually. If the tenure age

calculated by the VM falls below three, a fixed tenure age of one is set for the

next iteration. Figure 3.7 shows the results of this rule. Over all benchmarks,

performance is improved by 3%, although some benchmarks performance is

improved by over 30%.

The segmented nature of the heap when using the gencon policy can be used

for another kind of performance improvement rule. The VM tries to separate

long and short lived areas. For applications with most objects dying very

quickly a large new area is needed. If most objects remain alive most of the

time, the old area should be enhanced. To accurately adjust the old/new

space ratio, a metric is needed indicating the decay of new objects. Two

methods were used to accomplish this.

The first one looks at the average occupancy of the new space. If the occu-

pancy constantly lies above a certain threshold, the new space size should be

increased to make room for more freshly allocated objects. How much the
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Figure 3.7: Adjusted tenure age setting(gencon) [46]

size of the nursery is increased depends on the occupancy. Between 70% and

80%, the nursery is increased by a factor of 1.3. With an occupancy between

80% and 95%, the factor is set to 1.5, values above that result in an increase

by a factor of 1.7. Figure 3.8 show the effect this has on the performance. An

average increase of 1.05 can be seen with all but one value ranging between

0.98 and 1.33.

Another method involves the tenuring rate of an application. This value is

calculated as follows:
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Figure 3.8: Adjusted Xmn setting (gencon) [46]

data copied to tenure space
data occupying nursery space

Large values mean that large proportions of the nursery are tenured during a

collection. Long nursery collections and frequent tenure space collections are

the consequence because young objects are moved to tenure space. Increasing

the nursery space means that the proportion between young and old area is

shifted towards a larger young area.

If the computed rate exceeds 2%, the nursery is increased. The amount to

increase is determined by the following formula:
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nursery increase factor * nursery tenure rate
100

* nurserysize

The increase factor is set depending on the tenure rate. High tenuring rates

also mean high increase factors. For high rates over 10, the increase factor is

set to 7, between 5 and 10 it is set to 5 and 4 in all other cases.

Figure 3.9: Adjusted Xmn setting (gencon) [46]

Figure 3.9 shows the results when the new area is readjusted according to

the tenure rate. The average performance improvement is 3%, some improve-

ments are as high as 31%.

When changing heapsize and nursery size at the same time, it is important to
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consider the interdependencies between the two. If the size of the new space

is increased while the general heap size is decreased at the same time, the

new space could now be bigger than the heap which would be impossible and

lead to a crash. In those cases, the new values have to be adjusted after all

recommendations have been created, keeping the proportions between them.

The new space in the example above is calculated with the old heap size.

By using the ratio between the old heap size and the new calculated nursery

size, a new nursery size can now be calculated using the already changed

heap size.

3.4.2 Balanced Garbage Collection Policy

Proper resizing of the heap can have a huge impact on performance as can be

seen in Figure 3.10. The change of performance varies between a multiple of

0.92 and 2.82, with an average of 1.22. This is already very good but it has to

be mentioned that most benchmarks which are in the lower performing group

are part of the startup benchmark family. Those benchmarks terminate very

quickly and mostly test JVM startup capabilities. For those benchmarks,

switching to a nonsegmented policy would be a better choice.

3.4.3 Optimal Average Pause Garbage Collection Policy

For the optavgpause policy, the heap size was again the main parameter con-

sidered for performance improvements. Setting the heap size to a fixed value
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Figure 3.10: Adjusted Xmx and Xms settings (balanced) [46]

avoids resizing during execution which would introduce unneeded overhead.

The initial size is set to the peak size reached during execution multiplied

with a factor of 1.4 to ensure a maximum heap consumption of 70% during

the next run. With those performance changes range between 0.91 and 1.54

with an average of 1.05, as can be seen in Figure 3.11.

3.4.4 Optimal Throughput Garbage Collection Policy

Heap size adjustments for the optthruput policy were similar to the ones

applied for other policies. As Figure 3.12, this time the performance change
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Figure 3.11: Adjusted Xmx and Xms settings (optavgpause) [46]

ranges from 0.91 to 2.2, the average value is 1.1. Compared to the optavg-

pause policy, the higher average value indicates a greater potential for per-

formance gains. The optavgpause policy might do slightly better when used

without any adjustments, but the optthruput algorithm reacts a lot better

to heap size readjustments which makes this policy the better choice when

the possibility for an analysis of runtime behaviour exists. One example is

the SPECjvm xml.validation benchmark [46]:

As shown in Table 3.6, the initial and unadjusted score for optthruput is

lower. After resizing the heap to an adequate size, the performance gains
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Figure 3.12: Adjusted Xmx and Xms settings (optthruput) [46]

make it the preferred choice. If, for example because of low runtimes, a

nonsegmented heap policy should be used, choosing optthruput has much

higher potential for good performance because of heap size adjustments. If

secondary requirements like low average pause times come in to play, this

recommendation of course does not apply.

3.4.5 Performance Variations

Garbage collection policies, when used with default parameters, perform very

differently. How much an application can be sped up by readjusting parame-
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GC policy reference score score with optimized heap
optavgpause 379.3 ops/m 568 ops/m
optthruput 369.01 ops/m 617 ops/m

Table 3.6: Performance comparison between the nonsegmented GC policies.

ters also varies from policy to policy. If slower policies have a bigger potential

for optimization, this would mean that the resulting performances after ap-

plying all optimizations converge. The coefficient of variation can be used

to measure if this is the case. This statistical property measures the relative

dispersion in a dataset. It is calculated by taking the ratio of the standard

deviation to the mean. High values mean high variability and less stability

and homogeneity. In contrast to the variance or the standard deviation which

can also be used to measure dispersion, the coefficient of variation takes the

dimensions of the values into account. A dataset consisting of 1 and 2, as

well as a dataset consisting of 99 and 100 both have a standard deviation

of 0.5. If those datapoints had been benchmark scores, an improvement of

100% as it would have been the case with the first example is very significant.

The change in the second example is negligible. The coefficients of variation

makes this clear: 0.3 in the first case and 0.005 in the second [46].

Figure 3.13 plots the coefficient of variation for all GC policies with optimized

settings. Almost 90% of the benchmarks have a coefficient of less than 0.1,

meaning that the results for four garbage collection policies are close together.

This means that secondary requirements can play a big role when choosing a

garbage collection policy without the danger of getting a large performance
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penalty. Dependent on the use case, the user might want to avoid long pause

times (optavgpause) or infrequent long halts (balanced). Making a decision

requires factoring in various components, like the context the software is used

in, the user base and connected systems.

Figure 3.13: Coefficient of Variations for all Garbage Collection Policies [46]
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Chapter 4

Process Automation

So far, the process of analyzing an application had to be done manually.

The script mentioned earlier aided in this process, as it enabled the user to

extract information which would otherwise have been hidden in the mass of

available data. It still required the user to run the application, log the output

and parse the logfile. The rules that have been described in Section 3.4 can

be used as a guideline but applying them has to be done by hand. The user

has to go through the generated characteristics and compare these results

with the rules, checking whether any of those might be applicable. This is a

tedious and error prone process.

When multiple iterations are run to account for runtime variations, handling

many different logs and computing averages can become complicated. Fur-

thermore, this process requires the constant attendance of the user who has

to kick off new benchmarks after all iterations are finished but is left waiting
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for the application to compute most of the time. Calculating those perfor-

mance numbers might take a very long time. After all test runs have been

finished, the user still has to compare performance results to determine the

best possible solution. Automating this process also means freeing the user

from manual labor, who can now simultaneously work on a different task.

As all data is available and the modifications adhere to predefined steps,

there is a potential for automation in this process. The following chapter will

describe the implementation of an automatic performance tuning tool. It can

help identify flaws in the configuration of the VM and improve performance

by automatically fixing them. As the software has no knowledge of the

domain the software will be used in, some decisions have to be left to the

user. If, for example, a brokerage software depends on having low reaction

times and excessive pause time are under no circumstance allowed to happen

as they directly cut into the profit, the user has to choose a policy which

was explicitly designed for a use case like this. One possibility would be

optavgpause. The software can however serve as a starting point for the

inspection, taking away a lot of manual labor from the user, especially in the

beginning when the software has not been analyzed yet. Also, the generated

data aggregations can be helpful for the user when further improvements are

to be undertaken, both on the level of the JVM as well on the application

level.
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4.1 Software Functionality and Principle of Op-

eration

The toolkit described in the following sections allows the user to automat-

ically perform an analysis on an application. At the end of the analysis, a

a set of recommendations for virtual machine parameters is generated that

improve the application’s performance. This is done by running an appli-

cation and measuring its performance. After the application has finished,

the behavior the virtual machine exhibited during runtime is automatically

analysed. Based on these findings, a set of parameters is proposed to better

adjust the VM to the given application. Figure 4.1 shows the main interface

the user is greeted with after starting the software.

The main interface provides the user with the main settings he has to set,

before being able to start the test runs. First, he has to select the path to

the Java executable he wants to examine. If needed, he can also specify any

number of arguments that are necessary to run the application. He also has

to set the path to the J9 JVM on which the application will be run later.

More detailed settings can be made under the options tab, although it is

possible to start the evaluation using the default options. A description of

the different available options can be found in Section 5.3. After a click on

the Run! button, the evaluation is started. The application’s stderr and

stdout streams are displayed under the console output tab. The results tab

displays information generated by the evaluation software concerning the
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Figure 4.1: Screencapture of the main applications interface

parameters used for current and future runs of the Java application as well

as the (average) performance. The evaluation is regularly finished if either

one of two conditions is met: Either, the queue of recommendations is empty

which means that all possibly relevant settings have already been tried, or

the number of maximum iterations is reached. This number can be set in the

options menu. The evaluation can also be aborted with a click on the Stop!

button, which immediately halts the application thread. If desired, a future

evaluation can be restarted at this point, by loading the generated save state

into the toolkit. This is described in Section 5.3.1.

In Chapter 3, several methods for improving the performance after a log file

analysis have been presented. These methods were all created and verified
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using synthetic benchmarks designed for performance measurement. All of

them provided some kind of performance metric to determine how well a

software performed. SPEC benchmarks for example display the amount of

operations per minute as an indicator of how successful the past execution

was. A feedback mechanism is needed to determine if there were performance

changes after running an application with different settings. This function-

ality is built into the SPEC benchmark suite can not be obtained without

changing an application’s code. Changing the source code is not always pos-

sible and also raises the complexity of applying the toolkit presented in this

thesis. As this process is supposed to be as easy as possible, another way of

measuring the performance has to be found. To analyze arbitrary applica-

tions that have not been designed to run with this toolkit, the run time is

used as a means of determining performance improvements. When the execu-

tion is started, a timer is started with it that is stopped when the application

exits. For two runs with different parameters, the parameter set with which

a lower runtime has been achieved is deemed superior. If the application has

been run multiple times with the same parameters, the average runtime is

used. This also means that the application has to finish after a finite amount

of time. Testing server-like applications that are running indefinitely where

the performance is for example judged by the amount of requests handled in

a period of time is not possible. It might however be possible to adapt these

applications in some way, so that they finish after a predefined number of

requests have been dealt with.
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Chapter 5

Implementation Details

5.1 High Level View of Application Modules

The performance improvement toolkit is written in Python. It consists of

a number of components handling different tasks like log parsing, log ana-

lyzing, application execution or a module for persisting the current state.

Components concerned with similar tasks are grouped together and are kept

separated from other parts of the application. This separation of concerns

in combination with clearly defined interfaces between the different modules

makes it possible to neglect outside information when working on a single

module [44]. Temporarily ignoring outside information makes the compre-

hension of a modules responsibilities easier. This is especially important if

the code is modified or enhanced at a later point.

A clear divide of responsibilities between the different modules also makes it
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easier to switch out certain tasks in the future if this should become necessary.

Implementation details do not matter, as long as the interface other modules

rely on is provided. Figure 5.1 depicts an UML diagram with a highlevel

view on the different components including their most important methods

which are responsible for the program and data flow.

Figure 5.1: Highlevel View of Component Interaction

The application is started by executing the MainInterface which provides

the entrypoint for the program. During the initialization, the graphical user

interface is set up as well. To build the user interface, the Qt libraries[48]

with PySide bindings was used. After building the interface and attaching
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all events to the various UI components the application now awaits input

by the user who has to define the path to the Java virtual machine and the

jar file which is to be tested. A click on the Run button then starts the

evaluation by calling the runApplication method. This creates an AppRun-

ner instance, which is responsible for everything involving the execution of a

Java application. The runApplication method invokes a QProcess which is

provided by Qt to run the Java application for one or more iterations. Once

all iterations are finished, an Analyzer is instantiated, which coordinates log-

ging and rule creation. Depending on the garbage collection policy that was

active for the batch of delivered logfiles, the appropriate subclass of XML-

Parser is called, which delivers a dictionary of performance and behavior

characteristics. Statistics about the minimal and maximal heap consump-

tion, the amount of different collection cycles and the tenure age are part

of this dictionary, as well as a detailed, broken down enumerations of the

memory state during each collection which can then be analyzed further.

After the parser delivers back the results, they are passed to the RuleEngine.

The RuleEngine class scans the characteristics which are defined specifically

for each garbage collection policy. There are no restrictions on how these

rules look like. Adding a new rule can be done quite easily: The dictionary

containing all characteristics is passed into the class and can be accessed

freely. How this data is handled further is up to the programmer. After new

recommendations have been computed, they have to stored in a dictionary

with the key being the parameter and the value set to the concrete value
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of this parameter. To set the garbage collection policy to balanced and the

maximum heap size to 2048 megabytes, the following dictionary has to be

created:

{

’-Xgcpolicy:’ ’balanced’

’-Xmx’ ’2048M’

}

This dictionary has to be appended to the list of already created recommen-

dations which is then returned. Scheduling these recommendations for a later

execution is again handled by the Analyzer instance. Both the characteristics

as well as the recommendations are stored for later access. Characteristics

are added to the static ResultStore class, so that they can later be written

to disk if the user set the correct log level in the options. Recommendations

are added to the ParameterQueue. This queue is accessed by the AppRunner

instance, which constantly dequeues recommendation items to execute the

application with those parameters until either the number of total iterations

reaches the maximum or the queue is empty. After an item is dequeued,

before the application is executed, past results are inspected to ensure that

this specific set of recommendations has not been executed before. This pre-

vents redundant runs. The database of past runs is queried for an entry with

the same signature as the current recommendation, i.e. exactly the same

types of parameters are present. If such an entry is found, the values are
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compared. If all values match the recommendation is discarded and the next

item is taken from the queue. This process is repeated until a unique and

novel combination of parameters is found which is then executed.

Both, the ParameterQueue and the ResultStore are also accessed by the

Persister to store the current class state on the hard drive.

5.2 Robust Logparsing

Although the XML parsing code written for automatic analysis of bench-

marking logs, as described in Section 3.1, was adequate to analyze log files,

it can not be reused for unknown input. The naive implementation of log-

parsing builds a representation of the complete Document Object Model

(DOM) while traversing its nodes and stores everything in memory. This

makes tasks such as as information retrieval through XQueries easy. As the

used benchmarks are all comparably short-lived, they also all produce rather

small logfiles. Each node produces a slight overhead when saved to store

metadata, but it still all fits into memory. When confronted with larger

inputs, this method however crashes due to the memory requirements. As

no backward lookup is used and the information is extracted as the file is

traversed it is possible to directly delete all cached information once a node

and its children are processed.

The XML parsing module consists of two parts: A universal XML parser

which can be reused for all types of XML files and a concrete parser for a
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specific XML schema type. The univeral XML parser is only concerned with

XML parsing logic. It iterates through a file and encapsulates the complete

parsing logic, only exposing an interface which other modules can use to,

for example, implement a parser for generational concurrent log files. This

design was chosen to isolate the code that parsers for all the different logfiles

needed from specific instances. The schema for all logfiles generated by the

verbosegc command is different as each policy consists of different steps.

A description for a scavenger collection necessarily has to convey different

information about the state of the separated heaps than a collection by the

optavgpause policy which only has one coherent memory space. Singling out

this instance agnostic logic has several advantages:

• Future enhancements or bugfixes to the parser can be applied at one

central point without repeating effort for all concrete parsing imple-

mentations.

• New parsers can be added easily in the future by tapping into the

existing functionality.

• Adding functionality to or modifying an existing parser can be done

easily without risking regressions for other parsers.

A schematic of the different components can be seen in Figure 5.2. It consists

of the XMLParser class which contains the two main methods, fast_iter and

parse_gc_element. The fast_iter method is used to iterate over the XML
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Figure 5.2: Class Diagram of the Parsing Components

without building the complete in-memory tree [10]. This is necessary as the

lxml library does not provide a streaming XML parsing.

1 def __fast_iter__(self, context, func, *args, **kwargs):

2 for event, elem in context:

3 func(elem, *args, **kwargs)

4 elem.clear()

5 for ancestor in elem.xpath(’ancestor-or-self::*’):

6 while ancestor.getprevious() is not None:

7 del ancestor.getparent()[0]

8 del context
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Through the func parameter a function is passed into this method which

is then applied to every accessed element. After func has been called, the

first cleaning step is executed in line four. By calling the clear() method,

all subelements and attributes of this element are removed. As none of

those child elements are subsequently accessed, they can be safely cleared.

Following this, from line five to seven, all references now pointing to removed

objects are removed. Last, after iterating over all elements, the context is

removed to remove the remaining structure. When the fast_iter method

is called, two important things are passed in: the function which is to be

called with each element and a list of XML tags. Those tags define when

an event is fired while iterating over a file, thus stopping and calling the

evaluation function. The evaluation function in the XMLParser class remains

an abstract method that all subclasses have to override when implementing

an XMLParser.

This is necessary, as only those classes have knowledge of the structure of the

verbose logfile. The parse_gc_element method is called everytime the parser

reads in an element which is also part of the tag list the parser defines. In

this list all tags are stored which should fire an event. The GenconParser for

example defines, amongst others, the sys-start and the af-start event. The

first tag defines the start of a system wide forced collection, af-start describes

allocation request details such as the time it took to stop mutator threads.

When those tags are encountered they are further processed and data can be

elicited through the following pattern:
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def parse_gc_element(self, element):

if element.tag == xmlns + "sys-start":

no_of_forced_collects += 1

if element.tag == xmlns + "af-start":

bytes_requested.append(element.attrib["totalBytesRequested"])

This way, the following data points are collected [46]:

General information: maximum allocation request size, min/max heap

free space/percent usage/used space, percentage/absolute time paused/un-

paused, runtime.

gencon: allocate space max/min free/uses space, average interval between

global/nursery collects, average/total global/scavenge collection time,

number of global/forced/nursery collections, Large Object Area(LOA)/Small

Object Area(SOA)/survivor max free space/used space, remembered

set count.

balanced: average between global/gmp/partial collect phases, average glob-

al/gmp/partial collect time, eden min/max used space/free space/per-

cent usage, number of global/gmp/partial collect phases, min/max re-

membered set count.

optavgpause: average between collections, average pause time.

optthruput: average between collections, average pause time.
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Not all of these datapoints are directly used in calculations for automatic

optimizations of the software. Yet, this data can be exported and used for

analysis by the user. Having access to preprocessed data makes this task a

great deal easier.

5.3 Application Options

Figure 5.3 shows a screenshot of the application with the Options menu

selected.

Figure 5.3: Screencapture of the Options Menu

A short description of all available settings can be found below:

Persisted Save State: Enables the user to selected a previously generated

save file, from which to continue further processing. A more in-depth

description of this feature can be found in Section 5.3.1.
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Only Run Parameters From File: The user can select a manually cre-

ated text file which contains one ore more parameters to be run and

benchmarked. More details can be found in Section 5.3.2.

Iterations Per Run: Specifies how often an application is run with the

same settings. Setting a higher value helps when the runtimes are

wildly varying as the average runtime is used for the decision process.

Upper Limit of Total Runs: After how many iterations should the bench-

marking process halt completely. The maximum number of total exe-

cutions for an application is the upper limit of total runs multiplied by

the iterations per run.

Write Parsed Performance Characteristics To Disk: Determines whether

an aggregated and processed version of the Java logfiles is written to

disk. The user can select either a limited and concise log or a verbose

log with all information. More information about data export can be

found in section 5.3.3.

Method For Recommendation Reduction: Sets the method for merg-

ing recommendations resulting benchmark runs with multiple itera-

tions. Further explanation can be found in Section 5.3.4.
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5.3.1 Persisting The Session State

One important requirement that was formulated before development of the

application began is the ability to persist its current state and write it to

the disk. There are multiple cases in which this feature might be needed.

If the application crashes, the computer freezes or the execution is halted

for any other reason all results would be lost. It also enables the user to

stop the benchmarking process at any given point and continue it later on,

for example when more computational resources are available again. The

benchmark runner can now continue processing the parameter queue that has

already been determined instead of having to run the application numerous

times again, with all the different parameters. It can also make use of the

already established results which can be included in the final report.

This data is stored in the ParameterQueue and the ResultStore. Changing an

element in these datastores also triggers a backup process in which the new

data is written to a file. Calling, for example, the enqueue method for the

recommendation queue triggers 2 operations. First, the element is added to

the end of the queue and is now waiting for consumption by the AppRunner

at a later point. Second, the queue is handed over to the Persister which is in

charge of writing objects to the disk. The ParameterQueue object structure

is serialized, so that it can be safely stored and be restored at a later point if

necessary. The resulting byte stream is written to file named save state which

is located in the same folder the benchmark runner application was started

from. It is important to note that the file containing the serialized objects is
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overwritten when the application is restarted. To use the file later on, it has

to be removed from the application folder as the contained information will

otherwise be lost.

If the user wants to preload already computed results he finds the dialog to

do so under the options tab. The file can be loaded from any location and

does not need to be placed inside the application folder. Once the correct

save state is selected, a click on the LOAD! button unserializes the saved

data and replaces the current queue and all available results with the saved

version. Further parameter evaluation can now be started with a click on the

Run! button.

To remove this data and not start evaluation from where the save state left

off, a click on the UNLOAD! button is needed. This resets all data structures

that are used to maintain session state.

5.3.2 Manual Benchmark Execution

One minor feature of the application is that it can be used to queue bench-

marking runs of an application. If desired, the ParameterQueue can be filled

with parameters defined by the user. The application to be tested is then

run, with the VM parameters set to the user defined settings. If more than

one set of parameters is created, the VMs with different parameters are run

consecutively. The application is run with one set of parameters as many

times as is defined by the iterations per run setting. No recommendations

are created and no additional runs are enqueued in this case. When finished,
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a final report is printed containing timing information and settings of all

different runs.

The file created by the user has to adhere to a certain formatting style:

• Each parameter has to be written in its own line. A linebreak has to

occur after each parameter.

• The parameter type and value are separated by a space. If a delimiter

between parameter and value is required, it has to be part of the pa-

rameter as well. The same also applies to units accompanying a value

like M or G when defining memory sizes.

• Different sets of parameters that are to be run in different iterations

are separated by one or more pound signs (#). The last line can but

does not have to contain a pound sign. The first line contains the first

parameter value combination.

The following text, taken from an example file would define two application

parameter sets.

-Xgcpolicy: balanced

###

-Xgcpolicy: gencon

-Xgc:scvFixedTenureAge= 1

-Xmn 21M
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-Xms 51M

-Xmx 51M

During the first run, the garbage policy is changed to balanced. For all other

parameters the default setting is used. For the second set, the policy is set

back to generational concurrent and some additional adjustments are made.

After selecting the file in the Options menu, the user has to click the Load

button, to activate this mode. Doing so replaces the current ParameterQueue

and disables the enqueuing of new items. A click on the Unload button resets

the queue and enables appending new items again. This also happens after

iterations of an application have been completed without error.

5.3.3 Data Export For Further Processing

The main goal of this application is to aid the user in the process of trou-

bleshooting performance problems. This is mainly done by observing an

application and looking for known and common performance impediments

which can be resolved by adjusting the virtual machine. To accomplish this

task, a large amount of data is gathered and processed. After a set of rec-

ommendations has been decided on, the data is disposed of as it is no longer

needed for computation. This data might be useful for the user who, by look-

ing at it, can take up the analysis process where the software has left off. Of

course he could also do this with the log output generated by the VM. Using

the performance analysis toolkit can save time as there is no need to write a
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large amount of parsing and processing code to make the data manageable.

To make this data accessible, a serialized form is written to disk. As a format,

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) was chosen to accomplish two goals: Be

machine parsable while maintaining an easy to read form for humans. XML

can be a very verbose data interchange format, with the actual data hidden

between long attribute definitions. In contrast, JSON uses a very compact

notation that conveys information at first glance [9].

Despite its name, it is a very widespread format with encoders and decoders

available for all major languages, including Java. Import functions also exist

for languages specifically designed for mathematical analysis and visualiza-

tion like R, Julia, Octave or Matlab which makes the process of plotting this

data very easy. An example for a JSON file generated this way can be found

below. Note, that for readability reasons, most values have been omitted.

{

"avg_partial_gc_pause_time_ms": 2.5242894736842114,

"eden_max_percent_usage": 31.0,

"gcpolicy": "balanced",

"no_of_partial_gcs": 38,

"percent_time_in_gc": 3.689850854856303,

"std_deviation_pausetime_partial": 0.91891891891891919,

"total_runtime_s": 2.749

}
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Enabling data logging is done in the options menu of the software. Under

Write parsed performance characteristics to disk, a log level can be specified

which determines the level of detail used in the log file. With the log level

set to 0, no data will be written to disk, all data is discarded by the end of

each iteration. A log level of 1 will create a concise version of the data that

has been created during analysis. Time series data like the durations of each

global and scavenge collection, the development of the tenure age during the

VM lifetime or the memory layout and allocation sizes during each collection

cycle is omitted. Instead, only aggregated data is stored which makes this

the preferred log level for quick human analysis as it helps to obtain a feel

for the VMs internal workings. A log level setting of 3 results in all data

being written to the disk. The resulting JSON file might become quite big

as each collection cycle is documented now. This is especially true for longer

running applications.

5.3.4 Recommendation Creation After Multiple Bench-

mark Executions

To get more accurate timing information, the user may decide to run mul-

tiple iterations of an application. If the user for example decides to run the

application with five iterations as defined in the options tab, the application

is run five times with the same parameters applied to the VM. For those

five runs, the average runtime is used to compare the performance to other
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runs. As all runs exhibit more or less varying characteristics, all of them are

analyzed individually. This means after finishing the analysis there are at

least five different sets of recommended parameters that would be enqueued

for later verification. While not identical, these runs are closely related and

similar. Instead of scheduling five runs that are all alike, which would also

extend the overall runtime significantly without any major accrual of knowl-

edge, these recommendations are merged. Right now, there are two different

methods for merging these parameters together. Switching between them

can be done in the Options menu. The first method takes all existing values

into account, averages them if possible and uses this value to construct a

new, single recommendation. The algorithm used, in pseudocode notation,

works like this:

recommendations = get_list_of_recommendations()

group recommendations that affect the same parameters together

for each recommendation group:

if all parameter values can be interpreted as numeric value:

compute average and add to merged recommendation

else

drop unit symbol and try parsing as number again

if this succeeds:

compute average, append unit and add to merged recommendation

else:

do not merge and take parameter as is
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The second method works similarly, but uses the maximum instead of com-

puting the average for multiple values. This can be useful, if an application

demonstrates unstable behavior in terms of its characteristics. If, for exam-

ple, the maximum heap size fluctuates heavily with each run due to some

factors the user can not influence, it should be considered to use the run with

the highest heap consumption to generate the recommendation. Otherwise,

there is a risk that the heap requirements of the application are underesti-

mated when it is deployed.
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Chapter 6

GC Policy Changes

The generational concurrent garbage collection policy works very well for a

wide area of different applications. Disregarding use case specific require-

ments like the goal of low pause times, switching to a different garbage col-

lection policy can yield a performance improvement in some cases. Due to

reasons already stated in Section 3.4, for short running applications a switch

to a non-segmented policy might be beneficial. If the application runtime

is below two seconds, a run with a non-segmented policy, more specifically

optthruput is enqueued. The decision for optthruput instead of optavgpause

was made, because optthruput reacts better to adjustments to the heap size

and has more potential for possible performance gains.

A switch to the balanced garbage collector can also have advantages, despite

the balanced GCs performance in general being worse than that of the gencon

GCs. There are several indicators for when the balanced GC might be better
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suited for the given application:

High average collection times: Switching to the balanced garbage col-

lection policy (which was specifically designed to avoid unusually large

average collection times) might prevent large performance drops for

single collections. This switch is invoked if the average time spent in

the global garbage collector is four times longer than the average time

spent for a scavenger collection.

Too much time is spent in garbage collection: If more than four per-

cent of the time is spent in garbage collection, a change to the balanced

GC policy is proposed. This might cut down the overall GC time.

Unusually long pause times have been registered: A global collection

taking longer than four seconds or a partial collection taking longer

than two, might hint towards problems with the garbage collection.

The balanced policy should be able to avoid these overly long pause

times.

Allocation failures caused by large objects: A region based approach

might be more suitable if many large objects are causing allocation

failures. This indicator is triggered, if more than twenty percent of all

allocation failures are caused by objects that are larger than 200Kb.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of the Automated

Approach

7.1 Performance Evaluation

Multiple benchmarks were run to evaluate if parameter modifications done

by the application actually improve the performance. Unfortunately, the set

of suitable benchmarks is reduced. Benchmarks from the SPECjvm suite can

not be used for this evaluation as they use an operations per time metric.

The duration of the benchmark does not change, it only manages to fit more

computations into the given time. As the toolkit uses the elapsed time to

decide which parameters performed best, benchmarks that use a time mea-

surement have to be used. The dacapo benchmark suite fits this criteria.

The raw data of the benchmarks can be found in Table 7.1. To account
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benchmark nonoptimized avg. optimized avg. improvement optimum reached
avrora 8.339 7.150 16.6% 2
batik 5.566 4.664 19.3% 11
eclipse 131.739 131.739 0% 1
fop 2.753 2.487 10.7% 11
h2 15.997 13.980 14.4% 3
jython 45.924 44.2491 3.8% 4
luindex 5.8512 5.8512 0% 1
lusearch 6.185 2.467 150.7% 3
pmd 7.294 6.880 6.0% 8
sunflow 7.949 5.591 42.2% 3
tomcat 20.782 17.494 18.8% 15
xalan 3.832 3.061 25.2% 7

Table 7.1: Performance results for automated tuning evaluation. Average
results in seconds. optimum reached describes the number of runs until an
optimal set was found.

for possible runtime fluctuations, 25 iterations were used. For practical pur-

poses, this number can be reduced. To measure the performance change,

two values are presented: The average runtime of the nonoptimized JVM, as

well as the average runtime of the optimized JVM. As a reference value, i.e.

the nonoptimized result, the default JVM settings were used. The number

of iterations was the same that was used for all optimization runs: 25. The

toolkit executes the benchmark repeatedly until either 15 runs are completed

or the recommendations queue was completely worked off. The settings with

the lowest average runtime are then taken from toolkits result output. This

runtime is the optimized average.

Figure 7.1 visualizes the benchmark results as a barchart. For only two
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benchmarks it was not possible to find parameters that perform better than

the default parameters. Most other improvements are above 10%, with one

benchmark improving by 40 percent and another one more than doubling its

performance.

Figure 7.1: Barchart Diagram of Performance Improvements

The maximum number of runs was chosen to be 15. This means, that the

benchmarking ends if no more recommendations are present in the queue

or the maximum number of 15 was reached. For all but one benchmark

this number was reached. Only the sunflow benchmark terminated before,

after eleven iterations. All possible parameter configurations had already
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been tried. The generated recommendations were duplicates and thus were

not added to the recommendations queue. This also means, that for almost

all benchmarks the maximum time was used. There is very little overhead

induced by the toolkit. The maximum runtime can be estimated by multi-

plying the number of iterations per with the maximum number of runs. The

overall runtime for benchmarking is dependent on the runtime of a single

benchmark run. One iteration of the eclipse for example takes between two

and three minutes. The complete benchmarking process for eclipse takes

around 17 hours and is the most time consuming on the list. Other bench-

marks finish more quickly. The sunflow benchmark for example takes only

between five and ten seconds for a single run. Running multiple iterations of

the same settings took between two and three minutes, the complete process

was finished after thirty minutes.

Table 7.1 also shows the number of times an application had to be run before

the optimal parameter setting was found. This number lies between one and

the maximum number of iterations the application is run. Optimal in this

case means that it had the lowest runtime compared to all other runs with

different parameter settings during the benchmarking process of the toolkit.

The numbers range from one or two runs all the way up to 15, the maxi-

mum number of iterations. This means, that while it is possible for some

applications to find an optimal set of parameters quite early (e.g. four in the

case of the h2 benchmark), improvements can also be found later during the

execution of the benchmarking process. The parameter set which managed
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to improve the tomcat benchmark by almost 19% was found during the last

iteration. When using the toolkit and setting up the benchmarking process

this should be taken into account. It is recommended to adjust the iterations

per run and maximum run options in a way that the maximum time the user

can allot the benchmarking process is utilized. To give an example: if the

user is willing to dedicate two hours of computation time to the benchmark-

ing process and a single benchmarking run takes roughly one minute, setting

the number of iterations per run to seven and the maximum number of iter-

ations to 17 results in a benchmarking process taking up not more than two

hours. For shorter or longer timespans, these settings have to be adjusted

accordingly. It is likely that improvements compared to the reference results

will be found in earlier iterations. Yet, later iterations might improve on

these results as they take these settings as a basis and adjust them further to

fit the VMs requirements. There exists a trade off between the time required

for the benchmarking process and the impact of the results. This has be

taken into account by the user. If an appropriate amount of time is allotted

to the benchmarking process, the application’s performance can be increased

drastically compared to the default values. Finding better performing pa-

rameters through by manually tweaking the determined parameters can be

difficult but not impossible. This can for example be the case when the

applications source code is available. If the underlying mechanics and algo-

rithms are known to the user, the VM can be adjusted to specifically cater

to bottlenecks present in the application. This kind of context is not taken
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into account by the provided toolkit.

7.2 Usability Evaluation

One design goal of the toolkit was to make it as easy to use as possible

for users with varying knowledge of Java and the Java Virtual Machine and

the process of parameter modification for performance improvements. To

evaluate if this goal was accomplished, a Think Aloud Test [54] was conducted

with multiple participants. During a Think Aloud Test, the participants are

asked to use the software, fulfil tasks that are given to them and continuously

think out loud - verbalize their thoughts and questions. During the test the

moderator does not answer any questions, the users are expected to overcome

obstacles by themselves. This is supposed to simulate a representative session

when the application is used by the user. It is important that the moderator

emphasizes that there are no right or wrong ways in which the user perceives

the application. Questions that come up that seem obvious to the author of

the software might be an issue for a number of users and have to be taken

seriously. The participants were part of the Centre for Advanced Studies and

were knowledgeable about the Java Virtual Machine and Java in general.

They did have no prior knowledge about the application itself.

The carried out test was structured as follows:

1. No introduction is given. The user is asked what his/her first impres-

sion of the application is. He/She is asked to explore the different parts
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of the application.

2. What does the user think the application is supposed to do?

3. The goals of the software and its functionality is laid out in a very

concise manner by the moderator.

4. The user is asked to navigate to the Options window. What does he/she

think these options accomplish?

5. The user is asked to run a performance test for the dacapo xalan bench-

mark with three iterations and a maximum number of four runs. The

path to the Java executable as well as the Virtual Machine was pro-

vided.

6. The user is asked to explain the results. What settings would he/she

use if they had to improve the performance of the xalan benchmark the

next time it has to be run.

The main goal of improving the performance of a given application was ac-

complished in each test. However, some questions the user had remained

throughout the testing process. Common concerns and the measures under-

taken to counter them are listed in Table 7.2

Users unfamiliar with JVM research might not be able to immediately de-

termine the reason and usage of this toolkit. After a short introduction they

should however be able to use the application on their own without any

problems.
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Problem UI improvement(s)
The functionality and goal of the ap-
plication was not always accurately
described by the test participants.

When the application is started, a
short welcome text is displayed that
lays out the basic goals and mechan-
ics of the application. A short de-
scription of the different options is
provided as well.

Advanced Options like the save
state functionality are overlooked.
The entry in the Options Menu is
not descriptive and conveys little in-
formation what this can be used for.

In addition to the introductory text
displayed at the start, a tooltip is
added to these options. The tooltip
contains detailed information on the
usage of these options.

After clicking on the run button, the
user was unsure if the button was
actually clicked and a process was
started. There was no visual feed-
back after the user’s action.

A statusbar was introduced at the
bottom of the application that dis-
plays the current state of the in-
formation: Whether a test is in
progress or if a test just finished.
Additionally, the application now
automatically activates the console
out tab where the current applica-
tion output is displayed instead of
staying for example in the options
menu where no activity is displayed.

Table 7.2: Usability concerns and UI changes to counter them.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to provide users with a toolkit to analyze the

behavior of the IBM J9 Java Virtual Machine when running an application

and assist in the process of improving the performance of this application.

Changes of the VM behavior that can result in better performance for an

application can be controlled by changing the parameters the VM is initial-

ized with. This makes it possible to, for example, change the memory layout

or the garbage collection policy of the VM automatically. An insight into

the VM internals can be gained by activating the logging function. To find

conspicuous patterns in these logfiles, an application was created that helped

to distill essential data. This data was then used to create rules, mapping

an applications behavior to a set of proposed parameter modifications that

improve the overall performance of the application.

Using these rules, a toolkit was developed that is able to automatically per-
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form an optimization process by repeatedly executing an application, analyz-

ing its behavior, applying the changed set of parameters and then running it

again. Through this iterative process, different options can be explored and

a fine-tuned set of parameters, tailored to a specific application is created

at the end. This toolkit provides some secondary features such as data ex-

port, aborting and continuing the benchmarking process or the execution of

multiple manually defined parameters.

The evaluation of the software shows that performance improvements of up

to 150% were possible for some applications. The majority of benchmarks

that were used to evaluate the toolkit performed better by a percentage

between 10% and 25%. All performance improvements were achieved with-

out any user interaction. The user can start the analysis of an application

and immediately apply the determined settings that will result in improved

performance. No technical knowledge about the VM or the executed Java

application is required for this.
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Chapter 9

Future Work

The application described in this thesis provides the user with an easy to use

tool to analyze and improve the performance of Java applications. It was

designed to make future additions to the application as easy and straightfor-

ward as possible. With a few changes it is possible to extend the functionality

of the software to accommodate to the personal needs of the people working

with the J9 VM. The documentation provided with this thesis helps with

this effort. If, over the course of future studies on the J9 VM, other rules are

discovered, they can be included into the toolkit. Other characteristics that

are currently ignored when parsing the logfiles can also easily be added if it

becomes apparent that the inclusion of specific datapoints would help when

working with the virtual machine.

If the toolkit gains acceptance, the data exchange format for virtual machine

characteristics can be used as a reference for a default format for sharing
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virtual machine data. A unified format could help and encourage the sharing

of scripts and tools, written for analyzing and visualization purposes among

the J9 research group. Working with a shared set of tools ensures a bug

free and constantly improving experience for data analysis. This allows the

researchers to concentrate on their problems without having to invest effort

to reinvent the wheel time and time again, writing auxiliary tools.

Another possible work item is the extension of the tool to other virtual ma-

chines. There are numerous VMs that execute Java bytecode and most work

in a similar fashion. For example, the concept of a generational GC is used in

many other virtual machines. This would include correcting inconsistencies

like differently named parameters and a differently structured log output.

It also requires a reevaluation of the rules as they were conceptualized with

the IBM J9 VM in mind. If this proves successful, it could also be consid-

ered to branch out to other types of VMs that do not target Java bytecode.

The Common Language Runtime[21] which is used to run languages like C#

would be one example. Recently, there has also been a lot of research in the

area of virtual machines for dynamic languages. The Parrot VM [13] aims

to provide an execution environment for all dynamic languages, including

JavaScript, Python, Scheme, Perl or PHP. The approach presented in this

thesis could help improve the performance of these projects.

Porting the application to different platforms like Linux or OSX could also

be done. A cross platform compatible version relying on the command line

instead of a GUI could also be useful if the toolkit is used in for example a high
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performance computing environment. Results gathered from running the

toolkit on a workstation can be ported to other platforms and should result

in improved performance. However, for systems with hardware specifications

highly divergent from the workstation better results can be expected if the

toolkit is run on the machine directly. The reason for this is that specific

parameter settings benefit greatly from different hardware specifications. The

balanced garbage policy for example works very well with a large RAM.

The benchmarks conducted and the rules created in this thesis were all tar-

geted towards Java applications. The JVM does not just execute the lan-

guage Java anymore. There are lots of other examples for languages that

compile to Java bytecode to use JVM as a highly optimized execution envi-

ronment. The approach presented in this thesis is functional for these kinds

of applications. It was however not optimized for these kinds of applications.

While they are running on the VM, their behavior might differ drastically

from a native Java application. Further improvements to the rules to ac-

commodate for the nature of dynamic languages run on the JVM are also a

possible item of work for the future.
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Appendix A

Complete Listing of IBM J9 JVM

Parameters

Description and listing of the J9 VM parameters is taken from [46].

A.1 Garbage Collector Options

A.1.1 General Commands

-Xnoclassgc Disables class garbage collection. This option switches off
garbage collection of storage associated with Java classes that are no
longer being used by the JVM. The default behavior is as defined by
-Xclassgc. By default, class garbage collection is performed.

You can use the -Xnoclassgc argument to disable class garbage collec-
tion. However, the performance impact of class garbage collection is
typically minimal, and turning off class garbage collection in a Java
Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE) based system, with its heavy
use of application class loaders, might effectively create a memory leak
of class data, and cause the JVM to throw an Out-of-Memory Excep-
tion. [29]
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-Xalwaysclassgc Always perform dynamic class unloading checks during
global collection. The default behavior is as defined by -Xclassgc.

By default, the JVM unloads a class from memory whenever there
are no live instances of that class left. The overhead of loading and
unloading the same class multiple times, can decrease performance.
[29]

-Xclassgc Enables the collection of class objects only on class loader changes.
This behavior is the default. [29]

-Xcompactgc Compacts on all garbage collections (system and global).

The default (no compaction option specified) makes the GC compact
based on a series of triggers that attempt to compact only when it is
beneficial to the future performance of the JVM. [29]

-Xnocompactgc Disables compaction on all garbage collections (system or
global). By default, compaction is enabled.[29]

-Xcompactexplicitgc Enables full compaction each time System.gc() is
called. [29]

-Xnocompactexplicitgc Disables compaction on System.gc() calls. Com-
paction takes place on global garbage collections if you specify -Xcompactgc
or if compaction triggers are met. By default, compaction is enabled
on calls to System.gc(). [29]

-Xconcurrentbackground <number> Specifies the number of low-priority
background threads attached to assist the mutator threads in concur-
rent mark. The default is 0 on Linux System z and 1 on all other
platforms. [29]

-Xconcurrentlevel <number> Specifies the allocation "tax" rate. It in-
dicates the ratio between the amount of heap allocated and the amount
of heap marked. The default is 8. [29]

-Xconcurrentslack<size> Attempts to keep the specified amount of the
heap space free in concurrent collectors by starting the concurrent oper-
ations earlier. This behavior can sometimes alleviate pause time prob-
lems in concurrent collectors at the cost of longer concurrent cycles,
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affecting total throughput. The default is 0, which is optimal for most
applications. [29]

-Xconmeter:<soa | loa | dynamic> This option determines the usage of
which area, LOA (Large Object Area) or SOA (Small Object Area), is
metered and hence which allocations are taxed during concurrent mark.
Using -Xconmeter:soa (the default) applies the allocation tax to alloca-
tions from the small object area (SOA). Using -Xconmeter:loa applies
the allocation tax to allocations from the large object area (LOA). If
-Xconmeter:dynamic is specified, the collector dynamically determines
which area to meter based on which area is exhausted first, whether it
is the SOA or the LOA. [29]

-Xdisableexplicitgc Disables System.gc() calls.

Many applications still make an excessive number of explicit calls to
System.gc() to request garbage collection. In many cases, these calls
degrade performance through premature garbage collection and com-
pactions. However, you cannot always remove the calls from the appli-
cation.

The -Xdisableexplicitgc parameter allows the JVM to ignore these
garbage collection suggestions. By default, calls to System.gc() trig-
ger a garbage collection. [29]

-Xdisablestringconstantgc Prevents strings in the string intern table from
being collected.

-Xenablestringconstantgc Enables strings from the string intern table to
be collected. This behavior is the default. [29] "foo".intern() enables
comparison via == instead of equals(). This results in faster compari-
son.

-Xgc:<minContractPercent | maxContractPercent | verboseFormat>
Change the behavior of the Garbage Collector.

minContractPercent=<n> The minimum percentage of the heap that
can be contracted at any given time.

maxContractPercent=<n> The maximum percentage of the heap that
can be contracted at any given time. For example, -Xgc:maxContractPercent=20
causes the heap to contract by as much as 20
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verboseFormat=<format> Accepted values are:

default: The default verbose garbage collection format for this release
of the SDK.

deprecated: The verbose garbage collection format available in earlier
releases of the SDK.

[29]

-Xgcpolicy:< balanced | gencon | optavgpause | optthruput > Switch
between different GC policies. For a detailed description of the different
policies, see [31].

-Xgcthreads<number> Sets the number of threads that the Garbage
Collector uses for parallel operations. This total number of GC threads
is composed of one application thread with the remainder being ded-
icated GC threads. By default, the number is set to the number of
physical CPUs present, up to a maximum of 64. To set it to a different
number (for example 4), use -Xgcthreads4. The minimum valid value
is 1, which disables parallel operations, at the cost of performance.

On systems running multiple JVMs or in an environment using logi-
cal partitions (LPAR) environments where multiple JVMs can share
the same physical CPUs, you might want to restrict the number of
GC threads used by each JVM. The restriction helps prevent the to-
tal number of parallel operation GC threads for all JVMs exceeding
the number of physical CPUs present, when multiple JVMs perform
garbage collection at the same time. [29]

-Xgcworkpackets<number> Specifies the total number of work packets
available in the global collector. If not specified, the collector allocates
a number of packets based on the maximum heap size. [29]

-Xloa Allocates a large object area (LOA). Objects are allocated in this
LOA rather than the SOA. By default, the LOA is enabled for all GC
policies except for subpool, where the LOA is not available. [29]

-Xnoloa Prevents allocation of a large object area; all objects are allocated
in the SOA. See also -Xloa.[29]
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-Xloainitial<percentage> Specifies the initial percentage (between 0 and
0.95) of the current tenure space allocated to the large object area
(LOA). The default value is 0.05, which is 5%. [29]

-Xloamaximum <percentage> Specifies the maximum percentage (be-
tween 0 and 0.95) of the current tenure space allocated to the large
object area (LOA). The default value is 0.5, which is 50%. [29]

-Xloaminimum <percentage> Specifies the minimum percentage (be-
tween 0 and 0.95) of the current tenure space allocated to the large
object area (LOA). The LOA does not shrink below this value. The
default value is 0, which is 0%. [29]

-Xgc:largeObjectMinimumSize= (default: 65536) Minimum size of the
Large Object Area.

-Xmaxe<size> Sets the maximum amount by which the garbage collector
expands the heap. Typically, the garbage collector expands the heap
when the amount of free space falls below 30% (or by the amount
specified using -Xminf), by the amount required to restore the free
space to 30%. The -Xmaxe option limits the expansion to the specified
value; for example -Xmaxe10M limits the expansion to 10 MB. By
default, there is no maximum expansion size. [29]

-Xmaxf<percentage> Specifies the maximum percentage of heap that
must be free after a garbage collection. If the free space exceeds this
amount, the JVM tries to shrink the heap. The default value is 0.6
(60%). [29]

-Xmaxt<percentage> Specifies the maximum percentage of time to be
spent in Garbage Collection. If the percentage of time rises above this
value, the JVM tries to expand the heap. The default value is 0.13
(13%). [29]

-Xmco<size> Sets the expansion step for the memory allocated to store
the ROM portion of loaded classes. Each time more memory is re-
quired to store classes in ROM, the allocated memory is increased by
this amount. By default, the expansion step is 128 KB. Use the -
verbose:sizes option to determine the value that the VM is using. If
the expansion step size you choose is too large, OutOfMemoryError is
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reported. The exact value of a "too large" expansion step size varies
according to the platform and the specific machine configuration. [29]

-Xmine<size> Sets the minimum amount by which the Garbage Collector
expands the heap. Typically, the garbage collector expands the heap
by the amount required to restore the free space to 30% (or the amount
specified using -Xminf). The -Xmine option sets the expansion to be at
least the specified value; for example, -Xmine50M sets the expansion
size to a minimum of 50 MB. By default, the minimum expansion size
is 1 MB. [29]

-Xminf<percentage> Specifies the minimum percentage of heap to be
left free after a garbage collection. If the free space falls below this
amount, the JVM attempts to expand the heap. The default value is
30%. [29]

-Xmint<percentage> Specifies the minimum percentage of time to spend
in Garbage Collection. If the percentage of time drops below this value,
the JVM tries to shrink the heap. The default value is 5%. [29]

-Xmr<size> Sets the size of the Garbage Collection "remembered set".
This set is a list of objects in the old (tenured) heap that have references
to objects in the new area. By default, this option is set to 16 K. [29]

-Xmrx<size> Sets the remembered maximum size setting. [29]

-Xms<size> Sets the initial Java heap size. You can also use the -Xmo
option. The minimum size is 1 MB. [29]

If scavenger is enabled, -Xms >= -Xmn + -Xmo.

If scavenger is disabled, -Xms >= -Xmo."

-Xmx<size> Sets the maximum memory size (-Xmx >= -Xms)

Examples of the use of -Xms and -Xmx:

-Xms2m -Xmx64m Heap starts at 2 MB and grows to a maximum of
64 MB.

-Xms100m -Xmx100m Heap starts at 100 MB and never grows.

-Xms20m -Xmx1024m Heap starts at 20 MB and grows to a maximum
of 1 GB.
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-Xms50m Heap starts at 50 MB and grows to the default maximum.

-Xmx256m Heap starts at default initial value and grows to a maximum
of 256 MB. [29]

-Xsoftrefthreshold <number> Sets the value used by the GC to deter-
mine the number of GCs after which a soft reference is cleared if its
referent has not been marked. The default is 32, meaning that the soft
reference is cleared after 32 * (percentage of free heap space) GC cycles
where its referent was not marked. For example, if -Xsoftrefthreshold
is set to 32, and the heap is 50% free, soft references are cleared after
16 GC cycles.[29]

-Xgc:noHeapExpansionAfterExpansionGCCount= (default: 0; dis-
abled)How many garbage collection cycles do we allow before we disable
heap expansion.

-Xgc:noHeapContractionAfterExpansionGCCount= (default: 3 How
many garbage collections cycle do we allow before disabling heap con-
traction.

-Xgc:ignoreHeapStatsAfterHeapExpansion Sets noHeapExpansionAfter-
ExpansionGCCount and noHeapContractionAfterExpansionGCCount
3.

-Xgc:globalMaximumContraction= (1-100; default: 5) Percentage of
global heap which can be contracted in one GC cycle.

-Xgc:globalMinimumContraction= (1-100; default: 1) Percentage of
global heap which will at least be contracted when contracting at all.

-Xgc:maxContractPercent= Identical to globalMaximumContraction.

-Xgc:minContractPercent= Identical to globalMinimumContraction.

-Xgc:finalizeMasterPriority= (1-10) Sets finalized priority for Master
Thread.

-Xgc:finalizeSlavePriority= (1-10) Sets finalized priority for Slave Thread.

-Xgc:suballocatorInitialSize= (default: 209715200) Initial size (in bytes)
of the J9Heap suballocator.
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-Xgc:suballocatorCommitSize= (default: 52428800) Commits in bytes
for the J9 Heap suballocator.

-XX:stringTableListToTreeThreshold= (default: 1024) Use trees in-
stead of lists for collision detection in String Table.

-Xgc:noConcurrentMarkKO Reaching the kickoff threshold for concur-
rent mark means a potential garbage collection. If noConcurrent-
MarkKO is set, concurrent mark is never kicked off.

-Xgc:optimizeConcurrentWB (default) Enables optimization for concur-
rent write barriers. This disables dirtying the card table if no concur-
rent mark is taking place right now, which would be unnecessary. This
optimization won’t work for the balanced GC-policy. The balanced GC
always needs to keep track of modified objects to build the remembered
set for a PGC.

-Xgc:nooptimizeConcurrentWB Disables write barrier optimization. Dirty-
ing the card table is now possible during a concurrent mark.

-Xgc:concurrentSweep Deprecated. If concurrent sweep is used depends
on the chosen GC policy.

-Xgc:noConcurrentSweep Deprecated. If concurrent sweep is used de-
pends on the chosen GC policy.

-Xgc:alwaysCallWriteBarrier If defined, the only barrier type used is a
write barrier.

-Xgc:spinCount1= (default: 256) The J9 VM uses a locking mechanism
based on so called Tasuki Locks. This parameter defines the innermorst
spincounter for the idle loop. [34]

-Xgc:spinCount2= (default: 32) This defines the spincounter for the sec-
ond spin loop.

-Xgc:spinCount3= (default: 45) Defines the limit for the outermost spin
counter.

-XXgc:noShiftingCompression When using compressed references, dis-
able shifting.
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-XXgc:frequentObjectAllocationSamplingDepth= (default: 0)The num-
ber of frequent objects which are to be reported.

-XXgc:frequentObjectAllocationSamplingRate= Is defined as the num-
ber of bytes sampled / number of bytes allocated.

-XXgc:largeObjectAllocationProfilingThreshold= (default: 512) Thresh-
old above which the object qualifies for allocation profiling.

-XXgc:largeObjectAllocationProfilingTopK= (default: 32) Most allo-
cation size which is tracked when doing large object allocation profiling.

-XXgc:largeObjectAllocationProfilingSizeClassRatio= (default:110) Ra-
tio of lower and upper boundary of class size when doing large object
allocation profiling.

Deprecated Options

-Xgc:concurrentMark Deprecated option. If concurrent mark is applied
depends on the active GC policy.

-Xgc:noConcurrentMark Deprecated option. If concurrent mark is ap-
plied depends on the active GC policy.

A.1.2 Gencon (Generational Concurrent)

-Xmn<size> Sets the initial and maximum size of the new area to the
specified value when using -Xgcpolicy:gencon. Equivalent to setting
both -Xmns and -Xmnx. If you set either -Xmns or -Xmnx, you cannot
set -Xmn. If you try to set -Xmn with either -Xmns or -Xmnx, the VM
does not start, returning an error. By default, -Xmn is not set. If the
scavenger is disabled, this option is ignored.

This setting controls how much space the young generation is allowed
to consume on the heap. Properly tuning this parameter can reduce
the overhead of garbage collection, improving server response time and
throughput. The default setting for this is typically too low, resulting
in a high number of minor garbage collections. Setting this setting
too high can cause the JVM to only perform major (or full) garbage
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collections. These usually take several seconds and are extremely detri-
mental to the overall performance of your server. You must keep this
setting below half of the overall heap size to avoid this situation. [29]

-Xmns<size> Sets the initial size of the new area to the specified value
when using -Xgcpolicy:gencon. By default, this option is set to 25% of
the value of the -Xms option. This option returns an error if you try
to use it with -Xmn. You can use the -verbose:sizes option to find out
the values that the VM is currently using. If the scavenger is disabled,
this option is ignored. [29]

-Xmnx<size> Sets the maximum size of the new area to the specified value
when using -Xgcpolicy:gencon. By default, this option is set to 25% of
the value of the -Xmx option. This option returns an error if you try
to use it with -Xmn. You can use the -verbose:sizes option to find out
the values that the VM is currently using. If the scavenger is disabled,
this option is ignored. [29]

-Xgc:scavenge Allow scavenges (nursery collections). Copying of live Ob-
jects to Survivor space in Nursery after triggered by a full Allocation
space.

-Xmo<size> Sets the initial and maximum size of the old (tenured) heap
to the specified value when using -Xgcpolicy:gencon. Equivalent to
setting both -Xmos and -Xmox. If you set either -Xmos or -Xmox, you
cannot set -Xmo. If you try to set -Xmo with either -Xmos or -Xmox,
the VM does not start, returning an error. By default, -Xmo is not set.
[29]

-Xmoi<size> Sets the amount the Java heap is incremented when using
-Xgcpolicy:gencon. If set to zero, no expansion is allowed. By default,
the increment size is calculated on the expansion size, set by -Xmine
and -Xminf. [29]

-Xmos<size> Sets the initial size of the old (tenure) heap to the specified
value when using -Xgcpolicy:gencon. By default, this option is set to
75% of the value of the -Xms option. This option returns an error if
you try to use it with -Xmo. You can use the -verbose:sizes option to
find out the values that the VM is currently using. [29]
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-Xmox<size> Sets the maximum size of the old (tenure) heap to the spec-
ified value when using -Xgcpolicy:gencon. By default, this option is set
to the same value as the -Xmx option. This option returns an error if
you try to use it with -Xmo. You can use the -verbose:sizes option to
find out the values that the VM is currently using. [29]

-Xgc:noscavenge Disable scavenges.

-Xgc:failedTenureThreshold= (default: None/0) If there was a failed
tenure greater in size (bytes)s than this threshold, do a global collect.

-Xgc:maxScavengeBeforeGlobal= (default: None/0) Sets the upper limit
of nursery collections before a global collect takes place.

-Xgc: scvCollectorExpandRatio= Accepts values between 0 and 100 (de-
fault 10). Ratio of tenure bytes used to expand when collector alloca-
tion fails.

-Xgc:scvMaximumCollectorExpandSize= (standard: 1048576 (1024*1024))
Maximum value by which we will expand when collector allocation fails.

-Xgc:scvAdaptiveTenureAge= (default:10, accepts: 1-14) Starting Tenure
Age (flips between survivor and allocate space) for adaptive scavenger
tenure strategy. The age will change from here.

-Xgc:scvFixedTenureAge= (default: 14; accepts:1-14) Tenure Age for
fixed scavenger tenure strategy.

-Xgc:scvth= (Accepts 0-100, default:30) High scavenger tenure percentage.
Upper limit of new space when tenure age is decreased.

-Xgc:scvtl= (Accepts 0-100, default:10) Low scavenger tenure percentage.
Lower limit of new space after tenure age is increased.

-Xgc:scvTiltRatioMax= (Accepts 1-99; default:90) Maximum percentage
size used by new space in comparison with the total size.

-Xgc:scvTiltRatioMin= (Accepts 1-99; default:50) Minimum percentage
size used by new space in comparison with the total size.

-Xgc:scvTiltIncreaseMax= Percentage value of the maximum allowed
size when changing the size of nursery spaces. (default: 10)
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-Xgc:scvTiltedNursery (default) Allow dynamic resizing of allocate and
survivor space. Note that a bigger allocated space means that garbage
collections happen less frequently.

-Xgc:scvNoTiltedNursery Disable tilted nursery.

-XXgc:scvHotAlignment (default option) Optimize often accessed fields
for better caching behavior.

-XXgc:scvNoHotAlignment Disable Hot alignment.

-Xgc:scvTenureStrategy= Sets Tenure strategy explicitly. Possible val-
ues are fixed, adaptive, lookback and history. Default values are adap-
tive+lookback+history.

-Xgc:scvTenureSurvivalThreshold= (accepts: 0-100, default: 99) Per-
centage of objects of a specific age required to survive to tenure.

-Xgc:adaptiveTenure (default) Adapt tenure age automatically.

-Xgc:noadaptiveTenure Disable automatic tenure age adjustment.

-Xgc:tenureAge= (default: 10) Defines at which age objects should be
moved into tenure space.

-Xgc:dynamicNewSpaceSizing (default) Enable resizing of allocate and
survivor space (expand and contract)

-Xgc:noDynamicNewSpaceSizing Disable resizing of allocate and sur-
vivor space.

-Xgc:dnssMaximumContraction= (1-100; default:50) Percentage value
of maximum contraction when using dynamic new space sizing.

-Xgc:dnssMaximumExpansion= (1-100; default:100) Percentage value
of maximum expansion when using dynamic new space sizing.

-Xgc:dnssMinimumContraction= (1-100; default: 0) Percentage value
of minimal allowed contraction when using dynamic new space sizing.

-Xgc:dnssMinimumExpansion= (1-100; default: 0) Percentage value of
minimal allowed expansion when using dynamic new space sizing.
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-Xgc:dnssExpectedTimeRatioMinimum= (1-100; default: 1) Ratio de-
fines the time of the last scavenge the interval time of the last scavenge.
An average of this ratio is calculated. If this average value is less than
the expected time ratio minimum, contract.

-Xgc:dnssExpectedTimeRatioMaximum= (1-100; default: 5) If the
average scavenge versus scavenge interval time if greater than the max-
imum expected time ratio, expand.

-Xgc:dnssWeightedTimeRatioFactorIncreaseSmall= (default: 20) The
average time ratio value is determined by the following formula: newA-
verageTimeRatio = timeRatio*weight + averageScavengeTimeRatio *
(1-weight). The expected time ratio is determined by the following
formula: (expectedMinimumRatio + expectedMaximumRatio)/2.

If the actual time ratio is smaller than the expected time ratio, the
dnssWeightedTimeRatioFactorIncreaseSmall value is used as a weight.

-Xgc:dnssWeightedTimeRatioFactorIncreaseMedium= (default: 35)
If the actual time ratio is greater than the expected time ratio and the
timeratio is smaller than the value of dnssExpectedTimeRatioMaxi-
mum, this value is used as a weight when calculating the new average.

-Xgc:dnssWeightedTimeRatioFactorIncreaseLarge= (default: 50) If
the actual time ratio is greater than the expected time ratio and the
timeratio is greater than the value of dnssExpectedTimeRatioMaxi-
mum, this value is used as a weight when calculating the new average.

-Xgc:dnssWeightedTimeRatioFactorDecrease= (default: 5) If the time
ratio is smaller than the average scavenge time ratio, this value is used
as a weight.

-Xgc:hierarchicalScanOrdering (default) Sets the scavenger scan order
to hierarchical.

-Xgc:breadthFirstScanOrdering Sets the scavenger scan order to breadth
first.

A.1.3 Tarok (Balanced GC)

Ignored parameters when using balanced GC:
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• -Xconcurrentbackground<number>

• -Xconcurrentlevel<number>

• -Xconcurrentslack<size>

• -Xconmeter:<soa | loa | dynamic>

• -Xdisablestringconstantgc

• -Xenablestringconstantgc

• -Xgc:splitheap

• -Xloa

• -Xloainitial<percentage>

• -Xloamaximum<percentage>

• -Xloaminimum<percentage>

• -Xmo<size>

• -Xmoi<size>

• -Xmos<size>

• -Xmr<size>

• -Xmrx<size>

• -Xnoloa

[27]

-XXgc:tarokNurseryMaxAge= Tarok (balanced) uses a region based ap-
proach to garbage collection. Objects in a region all have a similar age,
so you can distinguish between long- and shortlived regions. This pa-
rameter sets the age after after which a region will be excluded from a
partial (independent region-wide) garbage collection.
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-XXgc:tarokRememberedSetCardListSize= (default: 4% of region size)
Region size reserved for the remembered set card list when initializing.
The remembered set keeps track of all references pointing into a spe-
cific region. It is implemented as a list which saves card table entries
containing a reference into a region. If a region is collected, the given
RSCL is flushed into the card table. Cards are marked corresponding
to the card table entries in the regions RSCL.

-XXgc:tarokRememberedSetCardListMaxSize= (default: 8x its orig-
inal size) Maximum Size of the remembered set card list per region.

-XXgc:tarokRegionMaxAge= (default: 0/None) After each partial garbage
collection the age of a region is incremented. This sets the maximum
age after which the age is no longer increased after a PGC.

-XXgc:tarokKickoffHeadroomRegionCount= (default:0) Extra regions
reserved for surviving objects in case of a sudden change of the survival
rate. This also affects the calculations for when to start the global mark
phase. The GMP traces all live objects on the heap (disregarding re-
gion borders) and marks them. Freeing space is still the responsibility
of the PGC.

-XXgc:tarokEnableScoreBasedAtomicCompact (default) Explicitly en-
able score based compact region selection. The collection set for a par-
tial garbage collection consists of the nursery regions (all regions under
a certain age), dynamic collection set regions (regions between nursery
age and maximum age) and defragment regions (regions whose mark
map has been updated through a global marking). Through Score
Based Compact it is determined, which of the defragment regions to
collect for a PGC.

-XXgc:tarokDisableScoreBasedAtomicCompact Disable the score based
compact region selection heuristic. Disabling Score Based atomic com-
pact will collect all defragment regions in the first partial garbage col-
lection after global marking completes.

-XXgc:tarokEnableIncrementalGMP (default) Do Global Mark Phase
as a series of increments during run.

-XXgc:tarokDisableIncrementalGMP Only Out of Memory Global Col-
lections do a GMP.
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-XXgc:tarokEnableExpensiveAssertions Enable extra consistency ver-
ifications. May have severe impact on application performance.

-XXgc:tarokDisableExpensiveAssertions (default) Disable consistency
verifications.

-XXgc:tarokPGCOnlyCopyForward PGC uses only copy forward col-
lector. Normally, Copy forward is more commonly used but can be
inefficient when the heap is full. When trying to compact the heap,
live objects are only written to empty memory at subsequent addresses.
Memory logically placed before the live object is ignored. [26]

-XXgc:tarokPGCOnlyMarkCompact PGC uses only the mark compact
collector. The mark compact approach is more complex in comparison
to the copy forward collector which may affect the performance but is
also more efficient. In contrast to copy forward, memory placed before
the live object is also taken into account when searching for a new
object location. [26]

-XXgc:tarokEnableDynamicCollectionSetSelection (default) Dynamic
selection of regions to include in set outside of nursery (exclude from
PGC). Currently there is no dynamic nursery sizing when using bal-
anced GC. The maximum age for collected objects is a runtime con-
stant. Dynamic Set Selection can be compared to the adaptive tenuring
feature when using gencon, only that it chooses regions to collect in-
stead of ages.

-XXgc:tarokDisableDynamicCollectionSetSelection Disables dynamic
selection of regions outside the nursery.

-XXgc:tarokDynamicCollectionSetSelectionAbsoluteBudget= Explicitly
set number of budgeted regions to dynamically select for PGC outside
nursery. Dynamic Collection Set tries to predict at which age most
objects die. This makes it necessary to sample all regions in order to
find out if survival rates change in any of them.

-XXgc:tarokDynamicCollectionSetSelectionPercentageBudget= (default:
3%) Percentage increase of nursery region count to use as dynamically
selected regions for PGC.
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-XXgc:tarokCoreSamplingAbsoluteBudget= Specify number of bud-
geted regions for core sampling.

-XXgc:tarokCoreSamplingPercentageBudget= (default: 3%) Specify
percentage increase of nursery regions for core sampling.

-XXgc:tarokGlobalMarkIncrementTimeMillis= Upper limit of the run-
time a GMP is allowed to run. Normally this value is calculated dy-
namically.

-XXgc:tarokPGCtoGMP= (default: 1:1) Defines the Ratio of partial
garbage collections to global marking phases .

-XXgc:tarokGMPIntermission= (default: auto) How many GMP cycles
to skip between two different GMP cycles.

-XXgc:tarokNoCommonThreads (default: disabled)] Move all common
regions to the common context. Do not associate all common threads
with the common context.

-XXgc:tarokDefragmentEmptinessThreshold= (0-100) Ratio of empty
space to total region size to use as a target for defragmentation.

-XXgc:tarokConcurrentMarkingCostWeight= (default: 5%)Affects how
much concurrent marking in weighed for calculating the GMP scan time
cost.

-XXgc:tarokEnableCardScrubbing (default) Card scrubbing refers to
the process of removing redundant or erroneous card list entries

-XXgc:tarokDisableCardScrubbing Disable card scrubbing.

-XXgc:tarokEnableConcurrentGMP (default) Enable concurrent GMP
work where possible.

-XXgc:tarokDisableConcurrentGMP Only do GMP work during stop
the world increments.

-XXgc:tarokEnableIncrementalClassGC (default) Class unloading dur-
ing PGC.

-XXgc:tarokDisableIncrementalClassGC Disable PGC class unloading.
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-XXgc:tarokEnableCompressedCardTable (default) Each region has a
Remembered Set Card List and each RSCL contains card table entries
which indicate that one or more objects under them contain a reference
into that given region. By default this card table is compressed.

-XXgc:tarokDisableCompressedCardTable Disable the compression of
the card table.

-XXgc:tarokEnableLeafFirstCopying When copy forward mechanism is
used, copy leaf children immediately after copying the parent.

-XXgc:tarokDisableLeafFirstCopying (default) Don’t copy the children
after copying the parents.

-XXgc:tarokEnableStableRegionDetection (default) Overflow the re-
membered set card list to try to achieve stable regions.

-XXgc:tarokDisableStableRegionDetection Disable RSCL overflowing.

-XXgc:tarokDepthFirstCopying Uses a depth first instead of a breadth-
first approach when using the copy forward scheme.

-XXgc:tarokBreadthFirstCopying (default) Use breadth-first copy for-
ward scheme.

-XXgc:tarokAllocationAgeEnabled This is used for dynamic eden siz-
ing. Instead of having a constant number of eden regions, a variable
number of eden regions is allocated. Before this, age was determined
based on PGC cycles for a region. To enable dynamic region sizing,
age has to be determined in terms of bytes-allocated.

-XXgc:tarokAllocationAgeDisabled (default) Disable the aging of re-
gion based on bytes allocated.

-XXgc:tarokAllocationAgeExponentBase= (default: 2.0) The alloca-
tion age is the amount of bytes allocated since the creation of this
object. Regions are grouped together by their allocation age, i.e. the
average of the objects allocation age they hold. This age affects the
selection for the PGC. Age differences between regions are becoming
less significant the older the objects get. Distinguishing between ob-
jects that live for 1 and 2 partial garbage collections is much more
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important than distinguishing between between objects that surviced
99 and 100 partial garbage collections. To make this distinction, the
following formula has to hold true for all logical ages: allocationAge =
allocationAgeUnit ∗ ExponentBaselogicalAge

-XXgc:tarokAllocationAgeUnit= (default: Eden size) See explanation
for tarokAllocationAgeExponentBase.

-XXgc:tarokMaximumAgeInBytes= Maximum age when using a byte-
based allocation system.

-XXgc:tarokMaximumNurseryAgeInBytes= Maximum nursery age when
using a byte-based allocation system.

-XXgc:tarokEnableProjectedSurvivalCollectionSet (default) Use a col-
lection set based on the projected survival rate of a region.

-XXgc:tarokDisableProjectedSurvivalCollectionSet Disable age pro-
jected collection sets.

-XXgc:tarokWorkSplittingPeriod= Number of scanned objects before
the depth-first, copy forward scheme considers to give work to other
threads.

-XXgc:tarokMinimumGMPWorkTargetBytes= Global Marking is com-
pleted during a number of GMP increments. This parameter specifies
a minimum number of bytes to process for each of those increments.

-Xnuma:none Use this option to turn off Non-Uniform Memory Architec-
ture (NUMA) awareness when using the balanced garbage collection
policy. The option is enabled by default. However, for workloads that
do most of their work in one thread, or workloads that maintain a full
heap, turning off NUMA awareness can improve performance.[29]

A.1.4 Thread local Heap

-Xgc:tlhMaximumSize= (default: 131072) Maximum size of the thread
local heap.

-Xgc:tlhIncrementSize= (default:2048) step size by which the Thread lo-
cal heap is increased.
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-Xgc:tlhSurvivorDiscardThreshold= (standard: tlhMinimumSize) If mem-
ory allocation fails, survivor copy cache thread local heap will be dis-
carded if below this threshold.

-Xgc: tlhTenureDiscardThreshold= (standard: tlhMinimumSize) If mem-
ory allocation fails, tenure copy cache thread local heap will be dis-
carded if below this threshold.

-Xgc:tlhInitialSize= (standard: 2048) Sets initial size of the thread local
heap.

-Xgc:tlhMinimumSize= (standard: 512) Sets minimum size of thread lo-
cal heap.

A.1.5 Metronome (Realtime GC)

-Xgc:synchronousGCOnOOM (default) Explicitly enable synchronous Garbage
Collection after an OutOfMemory Exception is thrown.

-Xgc:noSynchronousGCOnOOM Disable synchronous Garbage Collec-
tion after an OutOfMemory Exception is thrown.

-Xgc:targetUtilization= (1-99; default: 70) This controls the CPU used
by the Garbage collector. A value of 70 for example means, that for
each Metronome cycle the application uses 70% of the CPU time while
the GC takes up the remaining 30%. [37]

-Xgc:targetPausetime= Target pause time of the GC in milliseconds. [37]

-XXgc:allocationContextCount= (default: 2*Number of CPUs) Num-
ber of allocation contexts managed by the Global Allocation Manager.

-Xgc:allocationCacheMinimumSize= (default: 0) The allocation cache
is similar to the thread local heap when using the Metronome realtime
garbage collector. Since Metronome splits up all allocation requests
into fixed block sizes and similar sized regions must be allocated con-
tiguously in the same region it is not possible to return a single con-
tiguous memory block for a thread to allocate into. Instead, multiple
contiguous memory pieces are provided. The allocation cache options
(minimum size, maximum size, initial size, increment size) were intro-
duced to mimic the TLH parameters and behavior but never went into
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production. Those parameters as it stands have no influence on the
JVM behavior.

-Xgc:allocationCacheMaximumSize= (default: 16384) See -Xgc:allocationCacheMinimumSize
explanation.

-Xgc:allocationCacheInitialSize= (default: 256) See -Xgc:allocationCacheMinimumSize
explanation.

-Xgc:allocationCacheIncrementSize= (default: 256) See -Xgc:allocationCacheMinimumSize
explanation.

-Xgc:immortalMemorySize= (Heap only mode: 0 / else: 16777216) Im-
mortal memory is part of the Realtime Specification for Java. Immortal
memory never dies and therefore never has to be collected. This affects
for example string literals which are allocated into this space.

-Xgc:scopedMemoryMaximumSize= (Heap only mode: 0 / else: 8388608)
Scoped memory is part of the Realtime Specification for Java. It pro-
vides programmers with the possibility to allocate and free a large
number of objects all at once. The programmer creates a scoped mem-
ory area. Memory used inside this scope is allocated as soon as the
program enters this scope. When the scope is left all memory is freed
immediately. This means, that while inside such a scope, no garbage
collection will occur as all memory has already been allocated.

A.2 JVM Command Line Options

A.2.1 -X Options

-X Displays help on nonstandard options. [33]

-Xaggressive Enables performance optimizations and new platform exploita-
tion that are expected to be the default in future releases. [33]

-Xcompressedrefs (64-bit only) Uses 32-bit values for references. See Com-
pressed references for more information. By default, references are 64-
bit. You cannot include the -Xcompressedrefs option in an options file.
You must specify this option on the command line, or by using the
IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS environment variable.
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Causes the the JVM to run with a smaller memory footprint. [33]

-Xfastresolve<n> This option is used to tune performance by improving
the resolution time for classes when the field count exceeds the thresh-
old specified by <n>. If profiling tools show significant costs in field
resolution, change the threshold until the costs are reduced. If you
enable this option, additional memory is used when the threshold is
exceeded.[33]

-Xiss<size> Sets the initial stack size for Java threads. By default, the
stack size is set to 2 KB. Use the -verbose:sizes option to output the
value that the VM is using. [33]

-Xss<size> Sets the maximum stack size for Java threads. The default is
256 KB for 32-bit JVMs and 512 KB for 64-bit JVMs. The maximum
value varies according to platform and specific machine configuration.
If you exceed the maximum value, a java/lang/OutOfMemoryError
message is reported. [33]

-Xssi<size> Sets the stack size increment for Java threads. When the
stack for a Java thread becomes full it is increased in size by this value
until the maximum size (-Xss) is reached. The default is 16 KB. [33]

-Xjni:<suboptions> Sets JNI options. You can use the following subop-
tion with the -Xjni option:
-Xjni:arrayCacheMax=[<size in bytes>|unlimited] Sets the maximum
size of the array cache. The default size is 8096 bytes.

-XlockReservation Enables an optimization that presumes a monitor is
owned by the thread that last acquired it. The optimization minimizes
the runtime cost of acquiring and releasing a monitor for a single thread
if the monitor is rarely acquired by multiple threads.

-Xlockword: [mode=all |mode=default ] This tuning option is avail-
able to test whether performance optimizations are negatively impact-
ing an application. [33]

-Xlockword: nolockword= <classname> This option removes the lock-
word from object instances of the class <classname>, reducing the
space required for these objects. However, this action might have an
adverse effect on synchronization for those objects. v
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-Xlp[<size> ] Windows: Requests the JVM to allocate the Java object
heap with large pages. This command is available only on Windows
Server 2003 and later, and Windows Vista, and later releases. To use
large pages, the user that runs Java must have the authority to ""lock
pages in memory"". To enable this authority, as Administrator go to
Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Local Security Policy and then
find Local Policies > User Rights Assignment > Lock pages in memory.
Add the user who runs the Java process, and reboot your machine. For
more information, see [43]. [33]

On Microsoft Windows Vista and later, and Windows 2008 and later
releases, use of large pages is affected by the User Account Control
(UAC) feature. When UAC is enabled, a regular user (a member of
the Users group) can use the -Xlp option as normal. However, an ad-
ministrative user (a member of the Administrators group) must run
the application as an administrator to gain the privileges required to
lock pages in memory. To run as administrator, right-click the appli-
cation and select Run as administrator. If the user does not have the
necessary privileges, an error message is produced, advising that the
System configuration does not support option ’-Xlp’. AIX R©, Linux,
and Windows only: If a <size> is specified, the JVM attempts to
allocate the JIT code cache memory using pages of that size. If unsuc-
cessful, or if executable pages of that size are not supported, the JIT
code cache memory is allocated using the default or smallest available
executable page size. All platforms: There is no error message issued
when the JVM does not honor the -Xlp command. This limitation and
a workaround for verifying the page size used can be found in Known
limitations. [33]

-Xmso<size> Sets the initial stack size for operating system threads. The
default value can be determined by running the command: java -
verbose:sizes The maximum value for the stack size varies according
to platform and specific machine configuration. If you exceed the max-
imum value, a java/lang/OutOfMemoryError message is reported. [33]

-Xscmx<size> Specifies cache size. This option applies only if a cache is
being created and no cache of the same name exists. The default cache
size is platform-dependent. You can find out the size value being used
by adding -verbose:sizes as a command-line argument. Minimum cache
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size is 4 KB. Maximum cache size is platform-dependent. The size of
cache that you can specify is limited by the amount of physical memory
and paging space available to the system. The virtual address space of
a process is shared between the shared classes cache and the Java heap.
Increasing the maximum size of the Java heap reduces the size of the
shared classes cache that you can create. [33] This option is ignored if
-Xshareclasses is not specified.

-Xscdmx<size> You can use the -Xscdmx option to control the size of
the class debug area when creating a shared class cache. The -Xscdmx
option works in a similar way to the -Xscmx option used to control the
overall size of the shared class cache. The size of -Xscdmx must not
exceed the size of -Xscmx. By default, the size of the class debug area
is a percentage of the free bytes in a newly created or empty cache. The
size is expressed as an absolute value. A class debug area is still created
if you use the -Xnolinenumbers option with the -Xscdmx option on the
command line.

[33]

-Xshareclasses: <suboptions> Enables class sharing. This option can
take a number of suboptions, some of which are cache utilities. Cache
utilities perform the required operation on the specified cache, without
starting the VM. You can combine multiple suboptions, separated by
commas, but the cache utilities are mutually exclusive. [33]

-Xthr:<suboptions> -Xthr:minimizeUserCPUMinimizes user-mode CPU
usage in thread synchronization where possible. The reduction in CPU
usage might be a trade-off in exchange for lower performance.

-Xthr:<AdaptSpin|noAdaptSpin> This tuning option is available to
test whether performance optimizations are negatively impacting an
application.

-Xthr:<secondarySpinForObjectMonitors|noSecondarySpinForObjectMonitors>
This tuning option is available to test whether performance optimiza-
tions are negatively impacting an application.

[33]

-XtlhPrefetch Speculatively prefetches bytes in the thread local heap (TLH)
ahead of the current allocation pointer during object allocation. This
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helps reduce the performance cost of subsequent allocations. [33]

-Xzero[:<option> ] Enables reduction of the memory footprint of Java
when concurrently running multiple Java invocations. -Xzero might
not be appropriate for all types of applications because it changes the
implementation of java.util.ZipFile, which might cause extra memory
usage. -Xzero includes the optional parameters:

j9zip - enables the j9zip sub option

noj9zip - disables the j9zip sub option

sharezip - enables the sharezip sub option

nosharezip - disables the sharezip sub option

sharebootzip - enables the sharebootzip sub option

nosharebootzip - disables the sharebootzip sub option

none - disables all sub options

describe - prints the sub options in effect

Because future versions might include more default options, -Xzero
options are used to specify the sub options that you want to disable.
By default, -Xzero enables j9zip and sharezip. A combination of j9zip
and sharezip enables all jar files to have shared caches:

j9zip - uses a new java.util.ZipFile implementation. This suboption is
not a requirement for sharezip; however, if j9zip is not enabled, only
the bootstrap jars have shared caches.

sharezip - puts the j9zip cache into shared memory. The j9zip cache is
a map of zip entry names to file positions used to quickly find entries in
the zip file. You must enable -Xshareclasses to avoid a warning message.
When using the sharezip suboption, note that this suboption allows
every opened .zip file and .jar file to store the j9zip cache in shared
memory, so you might fill the shared memory when opening multiple
new .zip files and .jar files. The affected API is java.util.zip.ZipFile
(superclass of java.util.jar.JarFile). The .zip and .jar files do not have
to be on a class path.

The system property com.ibm.zero.version is defined, and has a current
value of 2. Although -Xzero is accepted on all platforms, support for
the sub options varies by platform:
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-Xzero with all other sub options are available only on Windows x86-32
and Linux x86-32 platforms.

[33]

-Xsigcatch Enables VM signal handling code. By default, signal handling
is enabled. [33]

-Xnosigcatch Disables JVM signal handling code. By default, signal han-
dling is enabled. [33]

-Xsigchain Enables signal handler chaining. By default, signal handler
chaining is enabled.

-Xnosigchain Disables signal handler chaining. By default, the signal han-
dler chaining is enabled. [33]

-Xrs Disables signal handling in the JVM. Setting -Xrs prevents the Java
runtime from handling any internally or externally generated signals
such as SIGSEGV and SIGABRT. Any signals raised are handled by
the default operating system handlers. Disabling signal handling in the
JVM reduces performance by approximately 2-4%, depending on the
application. [33]

A.2.2 -XX Options

-XX:MaxDirectMemorySize= <size> Sets the maximum size for an
nio direct buffer. When no value is set, the default size is 64 MB,
which expands in 32MB chunks, as required. [25]

-XXallowvmshutdown:[false|true ] This option is provided as a workaround
for customer applications that cannot shut down cleanly, as described
in APAR IZ59734. Customers who need this workaround should use -
XXallowvmshutdown:false. The default option is -XXallowvmshutdown:true
forJavaTM 6 SR5 onwards. [25]

-XX:-StackTraceInThrowable This option removes stack traces from ex-
ceptions. By default, stack traces are available in exceptions. Including
a stack trace in exceptions requires walking the stack and that can af-
fect performance. Removing stack traces from exceptions can improve
performance but can also make problems harder to debug. [25] If this
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option is enabled, if an exception is thrown no stack trace is provided
along with the exception message. By default, a stack trace is printed

-XX:[+|- UseCompressedOops] (64bit only) This option enables or disables
compressed references in 64-bit JVMs, and is provided to help when
porting applications from the Oracle JVM to the IBM JVM. This op-
tion might not be supported in subsequent releases. [25] Use is discour-
aged as support for this option may be discarded in future J9 versions.

A.3 Just-in-Time (JIT) and Ahead-of-Time (AOT)
Compilation Options

-Xint run interpreted only (equivalent to -Xnojit -Xnoaot). [32]

-Xnojit disable the JIT. [32]

-Xaot [:<parameter>=<value>, ... ] With no parameters, enables the
AOT compiler. The AOT compiler is enabled by default but is not
active unless shared classes are enabled. Using this option on its own
has no effect. Use this option to control the behavior of the AOT
compiler. These parameters are useful:

count=<n> Where <n> is the number of times a method is called
before it is compiled or loaded from an existing shared class cache. For
example, setting count=0 forces the AOT compiler to compile every-
thing on first execution.

limitFile=(<filename>,<m>,<n>) Compile or load only the methods
listed on lines <m> to <n> in the specified limit file. Methods not
listed in the limit file and methods listed on lines outside the range are
not compiled or loaded.

loadExclude=<methods> Do not load methods beginning with <meth-
ods>.

loadLimit=<methods> Load methods beginning with <methods> only.

loadLimitFile=(<filename>,<m>,<n>) Load only the methods listed
on lines <m> to <n> in the specified limit file. Methods not listed
in the limit file and methods listed on lines outside the range are not
loaded.
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verbose Reports information about the AOT and JIT compiler config-
uration and method compilation.

[32]

-Xnoaot do not run precompiled code. [32]

-Xquickstart improve startup time by delaying optimizations. [32]

–XsamplingExpirationTime<time>] Disables the JIT sampling thread
after <time> seconds. When the JIT sampling thread is disabled, no
processor cycles are used by an idle JVM. [32]

-Xcodecache <size> This option is used to tune performance. It sets the
size of each block of memory that is allocated to store the native code
of compiled JavaTM methods. By default, this size is selected internally
according to the processor architecture and the capability of your sys-
tem. If profiling tools show significant costs in trampolines, that is a
good reason to change the size until the costs are reduced. Changing
the size does not mean always increasing the size. The option provides
the mechanism to tune for the correct size until hot interblock calls are
eliminated. A reasonable starting point to tune for the optimal size is
(totalNumberByteOfCompiledMethods * 1.1). Note: Trampolines are
where reflection is used to avoid inner classes. [32]

-XcompilationThreads <number of threads> This option allows you
to specify the number of compilation threads used by the JIT compiler.
The number of threads must be in the range 1 - 4, inclusive. Any other
value prevents the JVM from starting successfully. [32]

-Xjit [:<parameter> =<value>, ... ] With no parameters, enables the
JIT compiler. The JIT compiler is enabled by default, so using this
option on its own has no effect. Use this option to control the behavior
of the JIT compiler. Useful parameters are:

count=<n> Where <n> is the number of times a method is called
before it is compiled. For example, setting count=0 forces the JIT
compiler to compile everything on first execution.

limitFile=(<filename>, <m>, <n>) Compile only the methods listed
on lines <m> to <n> in the specified limit file. Methods not listed
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in the limit file and methods listed on lines outside the range are not
compiled.

optlevel=[ noOpt | cold | warm | hot | veryHot | scorching ] Forces the
JIT compiler to compile all methods at a specific optimization level.
Specifying optlevel might have an unexpected effect on performance,
including reduced overall performance.

verbose Reports information about the JIT and AOT compiler config-
uration and method compilation.

[32]

-Xscminaot<x> set minimum shared classes cache space reserved for AOT
data to <x>.[32] Ignored when -Xshareclasses isn’t specified.

-Xscmaxaot<x> set maximum shared classes cache space allowed for AOT
data to <x>.[32] Ignored when -Xshareclasses isn’t specified.

-Xscmaxjitdata<x> Optionally applies a maximum number of bytes in
the class cache that can be used for JIT data. This option is useful if
you want a certain amount of cache space guaranteed for non-JIT data.
If this option is not specified, the maximum limit for JIT data is the
amount of free space in the cache. The value of this option must not be
smaller than the value of -Xscminjitdata, and must not be larger than
the value of -Xscmx. [32] Ignored when -Xshareclasses isn’t specified.

-Xscminjitdata<x> Optionally applies a minimum number of bytes in the
class cache to reserve for JIT data. If this option is not specified, no
space is reserved for JIT data, although JIT data is still written to the
cache until the cache is full or the -Xscmaxjit limit is reached. The value
of this option must not exceed the value of -Xscmx or -Xscmaxjitdata.
The value of -Xscminjitdata must always be considerably less than
the total cache size, because JIT data can be created only for cached
classes. If the value of -Xscminjitdata equals the value of -Xscmx, no
class data or JIT data can be stored. [32] Ignored when -Xshareclasses
isn’t specified.

-Xgc:fvtest= Used for debugging and testing purposes. Possible values:

forceScavengerBackout Forces the Scavenger to back out every 3rd scav-
enge.
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forcePoisonEvacuate: Used for debugging and testing purposes. Poi-
sons the evacuate space after every collection.

forceNurseryResize: Forces 3 consecutive nursery expansions and con-
tractions.

forceTenureResize: Force 5 consecutive tenure space expansions and
contractions.

scanCacheCount: Restrict number of scan caches. Can be used to force
a cache overflow.

alwaysApplyOverflowRounding: Always force overflow rounding which
is normally only applies for a heap in a high address space.

forceFinalizeClassLoaders: Can be used to make sure, there are no
timing assumptions regarding classloading in the VM.

A.4 Diagnostics
-verbose[:(class| gcterse| gc|dynload| sizes| stack| debug) ]] Defines,

what kind of logging output is produced. -verbose:gc for example prints
out details about each garbage collection cycle. [38]

-Xverbosegclog [:<file>[,<X>,<Y> ]] Causes -verbose:gc output to be
written to the specified file. [29]

-Xtrace[:option,... ] control tracing. use -Xtrace:help for more details or
see [36]

-Xhealthcenter enable the Health Center agent. [30]

-Xdiagnosticscollector enable the Diagnotics Collector. [33]

-XshowSettings -XshowSettings:(all) show all settings and continue

-XshowSettings:(vm) show all vm related settings and continue

-XshowSettings:properties show all property settings and continue

-XshowSettings:locale show all locale related settings and continue [30]
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-Xjarversion Produces output information about the version of each jar
file in the class path, the boot class path, and the extensions direc-
tory. Version information is taken from the Implementation-Version
and Build-Level properties in the manifest of the jar. [33]

-Xlinenumbers Displays line numbers in stack traces for debugging. See
also -Xnolinenumbers. By default, line numbers are on. [33]

-Xlog Enables message logging. To prevent message logging, use the -
Xlog:none option. By default, logging is enabled. [33]

-Xtgc:<arguments> Used for tracing the garbage collector. This way,
more information than can be gathered than when using -verbose:gc.
Possible options are:

-Xtgc:backtrace Describes which thread triggered a GC

-Xtgc:compaction Compaction information

-Xtgc:concurrent Information about the concurrent mark helper

-Xtgc:dump Details about the sweep phase of a global GC.

-Xtgc:excessiveGC GC cycle statistics

-Xtgc:freelist Free list statistics.

-Xtgc:parallel Parallel thread details.

-Xtgc:scavenger Histogram describing scavenger activity

-Xtgc:terse Heapdump before and after a GC.

[29]

-Xcheck:jni [:help [:<option>=<value>]] Performs additional checks for
JNI functions. This option is equivalent to -Xrunjnichk. By default,
no checking is performed. [33]

-Xcheck:memory [:<option> ] Identifies memory leaks inside the JVM
using strict checks that cause the JVM to exit on failure. [33]

-Xcheck:classpath Displays a warning message if an error is discovered in
the class path; for example, a missing directory or JAR file. [33]
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-Xcheck:vm [:<option> ] Performs additional checks on the JVM. By de-
fault, no checking is performed. For more information, run -Xcheck:vm:help.
[33]

-Xcheck:gc [:<scan options> [:<verify options>][:<misc options>]] Per-
forms additional checks on garbage collection. By default, no checking
is performed. See the output of -Xcheck:gc:help for more information.
[29]

-Xverify[:<option> ] With no parameters, enables the verifier, which is
the default. Therefore, if used on its own with no parameters, for
example, -Xverify, this option does nothing. Optional parameters are
as follows:

all - enable maximum verification

none - disable the verifier

remote - enables strict class-loading checks on remotely loaded classes

The verifier is on by default and must be enabled for all production
servers. Running with the verifier off is not a supported configura-
tion. If you encounter problems and the verifier was turned off using
-Xverify:none, remove this option and try to reproduce the problem.
[29]

-Xnoagent Disables support for the old JDB debugger. [33]

-Xdisablejavadump Turns off Javadump generation on errors and signals.
By default, Javadump generation is enabled.[33]

-Xrunjdwp:<options> enable debug, JDWP standard options. [33]

-XXgc:enableFrequentObjectAllocationSampling Enables object allo-
cation tracking.

-XXgc:disableFrequentObjectAllocationSampling (default) Disables ob-
ject allocation tracking.

-XXgc:tarokTgcEnableRememberedSetDuplicateDetection This op-
tion requires the balanced GC policy. Enable reporting of duplicate
card stats.
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-XXgc:tarokTgcDisableRememberedSetDuplicateDetection (default)
This option requires the balanced GC policy. Disable reporting of du-
plicate card stats.

A.4.1 Other Non-Performance Affecting Parameters

-Xenableexcessivegc If excessive time is spent in the GC, the option re-
turns null for an allocate request and thus causes an OutOfMemory
exception to be thrown. This action occurs only when the heap has
been fully expanded and the time spent is making up at least 95%.
This behavior is the default.

-Xdisableexcessivegc Disables the throwing of an OutOfMemory excep-
tion if excessive time is spent in the GC. [29]

-Xgc:excessiveGCratio= (default:95 ; 10-100) After the heap is fully ex-
panded, when the time spent in the GC exceeds this ratio, an Out-
OfMemory exception is thrown.

-Xgc:excessiveGCFreeSizeRatio= (default: 3; 1-100) After the heap is
fully expanded, this value is used to check if excessive garbage collect-
ing is taking place. If, after a garbage collection, we could free more
space than defined by this parameter no further excessive checks are
performed. Only if we could not free enough space, further checks are
applied.

-Xgc:excessiveGCnewRatioWeight= (default: 95; 1-90) When calcu-
lating the average User to GC time ratio (to determine if we are doing
excessive GC), this determines the weight of the latest User to GC time
ratio when doing a weighted average.

-Xgc:forceExcessiveAllocFailureAfter= An excessive GC will throw an
OutOfMemory exception after the amount of global collections defined
by this parameter.

-Xargencoding You can put Unicode escape sequences in the argument
list. This option is set to off by default.[33]

-Xfuture Turns on strict class-file format checks. Use this flag when you are
developing new code because stricter checks will become the default in
future releases. By default, strict format checks are disabled.[33]
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-Xbootclasspath:<path> set bootstrap classpath to <path>

-Xbootclasspath/p:<path> Prefix bootstrap classpath with <path>.

-Xbootclasspath/a:<path> append <path> to bootstrap classpath.
[30]

-Xoptionsfile=<file> Specifies a file that contains JVM options and def-
initions. By default, no option file is used. [33]

-Xrun<library>[:options ] load native agent library (deprecated in favor
of -agentlib). [33]
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